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The HEART of the
A.W. "SIMPLE SUPER"

N the A.W. Simple Super" is to be found the very last
word in Super -Heterodyne practice-a receiver that will as-
tonish even " Century Super" and " Super 60 " enthusiasts.

The coils used in these two earlier receivers were produced en-
tirely by Wright & Weaire Ltd. With the experience thus
gained Wearite have continued their research work and after many
months, have evolved this new 4 -coil Unit (patent applied for).
And it is around this Unit-virtually the heart of a super-het-
that Mr. James has built the "Simple Super." All the con-
structor's problems of wiring and building vanish with the G.L.
32 Unit-and in their stead-an absolute assurance that the
home constructed "Simple Super" will perform exactly as in-
tended by the designer.

Price of the complete four -coil
chassis, all coils critically
tested and matched to lab.

oratory standards, is

5816
You will also need these Wearite
parts :-
* One Wearite 0.T.1 super- Price

bet coil ... ... 10,6

* One Wearite O.T.2 super -
het coil ... 10'6

Seven Wearite 4 -pin valve
holders (S.r.), each ... 1,13

One Wearite H.F. choke
(H.F.S) 6,'6

One Wearite grid -leak holder
6d.

One Wearite earth tube ... 36
* Not needed if you have already
built the "Century Super" or "Super
6o:"

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD., 740 HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17.
'Phone : Tottenham 3847-8-9.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

The WEARITE
SU PER -HET
COIL - UNIT
which made the
"SIMPLE SUPER"
POSSIBLE .

3',7
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TAKE NO RISKS Follow the Author
with a PILOT AUTHOR KIT - -
-it's exact to specification and fits the diagram
Any parts for kits advertised in tkis Page supplied separately. If orders value. over 10/- sent carriage paid or C.O.D. Post charges paid.

 SPEAKERS
BLUE -1,01 SPEAKEK Unit AND Send
CHASS13, TYPE 100U.

Cash or C.O.D. £111316. 5/5
balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/5. only

R & A "100" PERMANENT
MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Send
Complete with multi -ratio input 5/4 -transformer. Cash Price 22/17/3
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/4 only KITW.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOV- Send
ING-COIL SPEAKER with input trans- c/8
former. Cash Price £2/2/0. %,'

Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/9.. only

* W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET Send
MOVINC, - COIL SPEAKER P.M.3. A /1 0
Complete with 3-ratio.nput transformer. nr/ 

Cash Price, 12/124 only
Balance loll monthly payments of 4/13

W.B. P. M.1 PERMANENT -MAGNET Send
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER, complete with 1 1 I.
input transformer. ('ash Price £6 0 0 0 '
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 11/-. only

ULTRA IMP PERMANENT MAGNET Send
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER, with input 8/..
transformer. Cash Price 22/15/,.
barn: e ,n 11 mentaly paymnus al 5/- cn'y

 ELIMINATORS
*ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR, TYPE A.O.
k44. Three tappings, S.G., detector,
and power. Output, 120 volts at 20 in.a.

Cash Price £2/19/i.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6)3

ATLAS A.C.290 super all -mains unit for
L.T. and G.B. Three tappings,

two variable, fixed; L.T. trickle
charger for 2, 4 or 6 volts at .5 amp., and
four G.B. tappings. Cash Price SG 10 0
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 11111.

EKCO H.T. UNIT. Type A.G. 25. For
nnti-valve sets requiring up to 23 m/a.
3 tappings, S.G., detector and 120/150
Volts. For A.C. Mains. Cash

Price 13/17/3
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/1

REGENTONE H.T. ELIMINATOR for
D.C. Mains, Type W.I.F. Tapped 60/70,
S.G. and 120 v. at 12 111.0.

Cash Price 12/7/1
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/4

KIT SETS

Send

5/6
only

Send
II/Bin 1 Linen condenser ... ... ... ... 1
II 1 Lewcos 15,000 -ohm spaghetti resistance and one 30,000-onlyohm ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... , 3

2 Sovereign terminal mounts ... ... ... ... ... 1

4 Belling -Lee marked terminals 1
Send

7/1 2 Belling -Lee marked spade terminals ... ... ...
5 Belling -Lee marked wander plugs ... ... ... ... 1

Connecting wire and sleeving ; five yards thin flex
only 1 Colvern 50,000 -ohm potentiometer ... ... ... .., 5

KIT "A " CASH or C.O.D. - - - i886

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
MR. W. JAMES'

SIMPLE SUPER
As described last week.

Author's Kit
less Valves £8.8.0and Cabinet

CASH or
C.O.D.

Or 12 monthly payments of 15'5.
Specified Valves £3/8/9 Specified Pete -Scott Cabinet £1/1/-

KIT B Author's
KitwithValves

less Cabinet

CASH orC.O.D. 211.17.0
Or 12 monthly

payments of 21/9

KIT C Author's Kit
complete with

Valves and Cabinet
CAM) tor 212.18.0

Or 12 monthly
payments of 23 8

KIT "A"
Complete List of Specified Parts. £ a.

1 Pete Scott baseboard, 16 in. by 121, in. ... ... ... 2
1 J.B. four -gang variable condenser, .0005 mfd. ... ... 1 17
1 Wearite type GL32 Four coil super -het unit and
2 Wearite super -het coils, one OT1 and one OT2, corn- 3 19

plete with chassis and -switch ... ... ...
7 f our -pin valveholders... ... ... ... ... ... 3
1 T.C.C. 1-mfd, fixed condenser ... ... ... ... 2 1
2 Dubilier 1-mfd. fixed condensers ... 5
1 Pato-Scott super -het H.F. choke ... ... 4
1 Listen Hypernik L.F transformer ... ... ... 12
1 S igri .0003-mfd. pre-set condenser ... ...
1 Readi-Rad grid -leak holder ... ...  ... ...
2 Dubilier 1-meg. grid leaks ... ... ... ... ... 3
1 Listen .0002-mfd, fixed condenser ... ... ... ... 1

1 Lissen .0003-mfd. fixed condenser ... ... ... ... 1

Send

4/4 KIT -BITSonly

Selected C.O.D. lines for A.W. sets.
You pay the postman, we pay cost
charges.

SIMPLE SUPER £ 8. d.
.1.B. four -gang .0005-mfd. variable condenser

Wea.ite four -coil super -het unit (G.L.32) and two super -het coils will
chassis and switch.. .. .. .. 3 19

Fes of specified valves .. 3 8
Specified Peto-Scott Cabinet .. 1 1

COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER Send MASCOT PILOT AUTHOR KIT
234 with valves and cabinet. 1 01"Cash Price BOWL
Balance in 11 monthly payments of only
11/10.

COSSOR ALL -ELECTRIC MELODY Send
MAKER, TYPE 236 for A.C. mains, 17/4complete with valves and cabinet.

Cash Price 59/9/8. only
Balance in 11 monthly payments or 17/4.

GRAHAM FARISH AMAZING 3. Less Send

Cash Price £1/18/6. 6/-valves and cabinet.

Balarve 11 8 monthly payments of 6/-. only

2 Lissert .0005-ntfd. variable condensers, with slow-motion deals
1 Pair Peto-Scott " Mascot" coils

Millard valves P MULL, P MIL 1,, P..1f2.1
1 Peto-Scott cabinet, as specified

MASCOT PILOT ECONOMY KIT
Peto-Scott sleek ebonite panel, 18 in. by 7 in.. ready drilled

2 Ormond .0005,4d. slow-motion condensers ..
2 l'etoScott" Mascot" coils
1 Ferranti or Lotus L.P. trap. former
1 Peto-Scott cabinet in oak, as specified ..
1 Sheet aluminium foil, 8 in. by 8 -in. ..

£ a.

.. 18

.. 10
.. 1 2
.. 19

£
e.

4
11

.. 10

.. 5

.. 19 
HOME -LOVER'S ALL -ELECTRIC 3 z e.

2 Lissert dual -range coils 13
Wearite combined three -poled switch and 25.009-oh.n resistance.. .. 6
Specified valves .. .. 0
Specified cabinet . .. 1 0

FOUNDERS CF CONSTRUCTOR KITS in 1919

d.

KIT B Pilot Economy
kit with

Valves, less Cabinet
CASH or 13.18.3

C.O.D.
Or 12 monthly

payments of 7/3

ormaturivudesi

C.O.D.
CASH

H.P.
r- - - - - - - - - - -

-cMASCOT
I PILOT AUTHOR'S KIT

KIT A "
Complete with a
ready drilled panel

to specification

Author's Kit less
Valves and Cabinet

CASH or
C.O.D. 76/-

Or 12 monthly paymen s of 7/ -
Specified Valves £1;2/9 Specified Cabinet 19/8

KIT B Author's Kit
with Valves

but less Cabinet
CASH or £4.18.9C.O.D.

Or 12 monthly
payments of 9/-

complete withIT C Author's 19t
Valves and Cabinet

CAn.f. 18.18.3
Or 12 monthly

payments of 10/10

'MASCOT
I PILOT ECONOMY KIT:
KIT "A, Pilot Economy Kit

less Valves and Cabinet

'Complete with a

I
ready drilled panel

to specification
CASH or
C.O.D. 56/6

Or 12 monthly payments of 5/2
Set of Specified Valves .. 21/2/91
Pete -Scott Cabinet as specified by the Author .. 19/81

KIT C Pilot Economy
Kit complete

with Valves and Cabinet
CASH or E4.18.9

C.O.D.
Or 12 monthly

payments of 91-
/1 In= a ani:

HOME -LOVER'S
I ALL -ELECTRIC 3

'Author's Kit, less valves and II
Cabinet and Speaker Equip-
ment. Panels and terminal I

strips ready drilled
',KIT- "'A"
I Complete with a ready
'drilled panel to speet-
. fication

CASH or
C.O.D.
Or 12 monthly payments of 11/11

let of Specified Valves 13'0'0 Cabinet as Specified £1 /0/0

L6.10.0
KIT B Author's Kit

with Valves
less Cabinet and Speaker
equipment

C HA

.D. 000S
or ta.10.0

C.O
Or 12 monthly

payments of 1715

[KIT C Aeon.% hArise

witKiht
Valves, Cabinet and
Speaker equipment

CACSIV",r Enz.°
Or 12 monthly

payments of 20/8

To PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. 77, CITY ROAD, LONDIN. E.0 1
Please send me 0.0 D., CASH/H.P.

for which I enclosa Cash/4.P. De2o3:t s.

Name

Address A.W. 23/4/32.

77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1. Telephone: Clerkenwel19406-7-8. 62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1. Telephone: Chancery 8253

You will Help Yourself and Help Us By Mentioning "AM." to Advertisers
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The Set
the Experts
Recommend

The wireless technical experts have tested
"His Master's Voice" Model 435-and
are genuinely enthusiastic about it. Now
the opportunity is yours to test this
instrument for yourself -in your own
home-without the slightest Obligation.

Described by "Amateur Wireless" as "The
most outstanding triumph in the British
Radio Industry," this radio receiver will
win your approval just as it has won the
approval of these press experts Who know
all about wireless from A to Z.

Have it-test it at your convenience-in
your own home. Compare its perfor-
mance with that of other instruments of
its price and type, and prove for yourself

how truly this set deserves all the unstinted
praise it has receivec'.

Examine the fine cabinet, its neat and
compact appearance. Entirely self-con-
tained, this powerful three -valve all -mains
receiver ha; a built-in loudspeaker of the
latest " His Master's Voice " permanent
magnet moving -coil type. Switeh on, and
observe its extreme sensitivity, obtained
through the scientific circuit design which
incorporates band-pass tuning. Hear the
quality of its reproduction, its clear-cut
treble and rich bass, its freedom from
resonance - amazingly faithful . . . .

" true to life."

And it is one of the simplest sets to operate.

There are only three controls-the wave
changing switch, the tuning knob and the
volume control.
But to appreciate Model 435 you must
examine and hear it-at your leisure, in
your own home, and this is what any
"His Master's Voice"
dealer will gladly
arrange. Just say you
are interested-and an
instrument will be
installed in your home
without obligation. If
you do not know the
address of your neare3t
"His Master's Voice"
dealer - fill in this
coupon.

42/-
down and the
remainder in 12
monthly instal-
ments of 33/10.
Cash Price

20 Gns.
.Price clots Ilat qtply

11.1ri, 1 ret Sldte

Ills Master's Voice
TRUE TO LIFE" RADIO

I

-HIS MASTER S VOICE

COUPON:
NAME

The Gramophone Co., Ltd., 363 Oxford Street, London, W. t.
Send me full particulars and the name of a dealer who will arrange
for me to try Model 435 in my own home, free, and without obligation.

ADDRESS H.W. 23 4.32

Please Mention A.W." When Corresponding with Adoertisers
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COMPLETING THE " SUPER"
HAVE you started building your

"Simple Super " ? There is no need
for us to reiterate the information given in
last week's issue about this remarkable new
one -knob super -het. W. James, the well-
known set designer, gives further details in
the middle pages this week, and these will
be of interest to all constructors.

"P511
NEEDING A NEW SET ?

DON'T forget that, whether you are
deciding on the "Simple Super," or

any other type of set in the " A.W." range,
now is really the time to consider scrapping
old equipment and getting a new set which
will stand up to summer -time conditions.
The long, light evenings will soon be here,
and unless you have a powerful set, foreign
stations will fade away, leaving only the
"high spots" audible. Why not start now
on the construction of a really modem set?

4,104*
A NEW LONG -WAVER

A .W. " I,ItSooinmfoertrmeedstatthiaotn anew
be-

ing built at Kalundborg, and will be a

ioo-kilowatter. The Danish Government
has arranged with the Standard Telephones
and tables concern, which is building the
new B.B.C. Daventry short -wavers, for
the new Kalundborg to be built in London.
It will be tested an a " dummy" aerial
within a few miles of Brookmans Park, and
then sent off to Denmark !

0040
THE "CUP"

Mif AKE a note of April 23, when you will
hear the broadcast commentary on

the Cup Final at Wembley. George Allison
is again "commentating" before the
microphone and the band of the Welsh
Guards provides the accompaniment to the
community singing, a little of which will be
broadcast before the match.

4104s
THE OLDEST TUNE!

AHYMN to Apollo, composed nearly
three centuries B.C., is to be broadcast

in May. It will be the oldest piece of music
ever transmitted by wireless. Its dis-
covery was due to a French archaeologist
during excavations at Delphi in 1893. l'He

THE SCENE OF A NEW " 0.B."

An Outside Broadcast is to be made of the opening ceremony of the ner Shakespeare
Memorial Theatre on Saturday, April 23, at Stratford -on -Avon. The Prince of Wales

will broa.!cast

unearthed a slab of marble and upon this
the musical symbols were found inscribed.
The hymn, is to be used by the B.B.C. as a
theme in a radio play by Peter Creswell.

4,4'
THE PRINCE AGAIN

THE Prince of Wales is becoming s
frequent broadcaster these days. o':'.

will hear him again on May 16, when ht,
goes over to unveil the Thiepval Memorial,
and the ceremony will be relayed from
France to. National listeners.

4144
NEW RELAY WAVELENGTHS
WE are able to tell readers the wave-

lengths to be allotted to Newcastle
and Aberdeen next September, when the
288.5 -metre wavelength on which these and
other stations are now working will be
required for Scottish National. Newcastle
will be on 211 metres and Aberdeen on
214 metres. These are international wave-
lengths.

.3t
CRITICISM IN NEWCASTLE

ALREADY there is a certain amount or
antagonism in Newcastle regarding

the B.B.C.'s proposals for putting the
Newcastle station on an international wave,
but the B.B.C. is really making the best of
a bad job. It is certain that a better service
area will be obtained on the proposed
211 -metre channel than would be possible
with Newcastle synchronised with Scottish
National, which is near enough to set up
considerable mush around Tyneside.

4.4*
ADVANTAGES OVERLOOKED
WHILE there may be some justification

for fearing that sets now tuned to
288.5 metres will not necessarily tune down
to 211 metres, the B.B.C. is meeting this
with a pamphlet, to be issued in July,
showing how simple alterations can be
made to lower the wavelength of the
tuning circuits. Of course, one of the main
advantages of the change will be the ability
to radiate original programmes from
Newcastle and Aberdeen, both centres of
individual culture.
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ARTHUR BURROWS
MHE erstwhile " Uncle Arthur," Mr.
1 'Arthur Burrows, whose work with the

International Broadcasting Union is so
valuable, was in London the other day for
a short holiday, and he was naturally
tackled on the subject -of Madrid. By the
Way, amateur transmitters, particularly in
America, are .apprehensive over this con-
ference, for it is .feared that the present
short waves given to the amateurs .at
Washington may be appropriated for
commercial uses. Madrid is .likely to see an
extension of -the short-wave gamut, for
since Washington, ,Which dealt -with nothing
lower than to metres, the great value of
I -metre transmissions for local sound and
possibly picture broadcasting has been
realised. It looks .as .though the poor
amateur may be relegated to the centi-
metres 4

-SCHOOL SETS
APAMPHLET is being issued by a

sub -committee of the Central Council
for School Broadcasting dealing With sets
Suitable for use in the schoolroom. _Manu-
facturers are invited -to submit sets for
test, particular attention being paid- to ease
of control, ability to lock up the apparatus,
and, most important of all, quality of speech
reproduction. It is proposed to issue in
July a list of approved sets for the guidance
of directors of education and schools.
The set tests will be conducted under
classroom conditions, and will :therefore be
of an entirely practical .nature.

4450
" LEICESTER SQUARE "

FOR this Characteristic broadcast, Which,
as mentioned last week, will be relayed

to America under the new programme -
exchange plan, John Watt will prepare a
" Songs from the Shows" type of entertain-
ment, -partly historical, to include the okl-
thee _favourites, and partly '' red -h, a:"

111111. 1VMM/a ,mimp Waage

FNEVV S Q0 S S I p  OF THE  w f-hK
" 0.B." IDEAS

" ENGINEERS in North Ger-0.B. many have fitted out a
travelling van with -short-wave gear linking
up with the Hamburg control room. There
is .a portable gramophone recording equip-
ment, too, so that if it is impossible to
maintain the radio communication, the
outside broadcasts can he recorded on
ordinary wax discs and given later from the
station itself.

A REMARKABLE "SUPER"
The " Simple Super" is proving

one of the most successful "A.W." sets.
It is even better than the famous "Century
Super." If you did not see the first details
in last week's issue, turn to the middle
pages this week.

CONTROL ROOM DEFECT
DID you notice the background noise

during the First News Bulletin on a
recent Sunday? Apparently a defect de-
veloped in the control apparatus at
Broadcasting House, but this was quickly
remedied. By -the way., nearly all the talks
are now -broadcaSt from the special Talks
Studios at Broadcasting House.

.91.144

BROADCASTING THE ZOO
ON'May 3 all the Children's Hours of the

B.B.C. will be linked for an exciting
broadcast from the Zoological Gardens in
Regent's Park. Mr. Will Owen, the famous
artist, will make .a rapid tour of the Zoo,
visiting microphones placed near the most
impressive "exhibits-" and he will then
give the children his impressions. " Winnie
the Pooh;" a nineteen -year -Old black bear,
is expected to make comical noises When
shown a tin of condensed milk ! Make sure
your kiddies hear this.

A radio romance ! Val
Rosing, the vocalist of the
new B.B.C. Dance Orches-
tra, was married recently
to Mrs. Meriel Carrington

C ntinued
numbers from the latest Shows. The date
is May 20.

oso4e

FALKIRK TESTING!
pAVE you heard the engineers' tests .of
1 the new Scottish Regional station

at Falkirk? It .eaute "on the .air" on
April 13 (evidently they .aren't super-
stitious), fairly early in the morning,
gramophone records and speech being
broadcast. But don't rush in to jtide-,-
ment. These are only preliminary -engin-
.eering tests, and subject to much alteration
before the final O.K. is given.

4L,IP
'TUNING NOTE 'TO CONTINUE

IN spite of appeals by listeners that the
ear-splitting introduction to B.B.C.

trait i )11 s-that ful tuning note-

A new midget wireless set, invented by a
London man, for fitting inside a police

helmet

should now be abandoned, the B.B.C.
proposes to go on With it. The reason given
to us is that this note 'has always served
a double purpose, helping the listener to
tune in accurately before the programme
begins, and helping the engineers to adjust
the modulation. It is -admitted thatlisteners
probably do -not :use the signal nearly as
much as in the early days of cat's whisker "
crystal sets, 'but the engineers still need
and -use the -note. We should have thought
minor modulation adjustments could be
made -at the .beginning of the programmes
Without noticeable :el -foot .at the receiving
end.

THE NIGHTINGALES
IN the spring the listener's fancy lightly

.turns to thonghts af nightingales-so
the 13.13.C. will _attempt to relay the

1 Pangbourne birds during the last week in
May.  .Should these songsters go on strike

I there is :an .alternative spot at Horley from
I which the B.B.C. would make the relay.
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ALL the new control room desks at
Broadcasting House are being fitted

with meters which show the actual volume
at any given second of the programme being
handled at that desk. These meters play
a very important part in the work of
balance and control.

An engineer who explained to me the
working of these new meters said that
they had been giving satisfactory results

G.B. G.B. PROGRAMME METER

This is the circuit, publ shed by permission of the B.B.C., of
the amplifier used in conjunction with the programme meter.
It will be seen that pentodes used in push-pull are in circuit

with the meter

for some time at Savoy Hill and Brookmans
Park and they are also being fitted up at
provincial stations.

They are the outcome of a great deal of
work by the research engineers.

Further details on page 772 of the
new "A.W." " Simple Super."

TRUE TO ITS NAME-A SIMPLE
SUPER -HET. EASY TO BUILD
AND ONLY ONE -KNOB CON-

TROL

Ever since the start of broadcasting it
was realised that in order to avoid over-
loading the low -frequency amplifiers and
upsetting the transmitter characteristics,
it is necessary to have some means of
controlling the volume of the programme
being handled.

Indicating Volume
An indicator of overloading is not

enough because it means that before the
needle of such an instrument has time to

needle of the

While a programme is being broadcast the control engineers have to
watch meters which show the varying volume so that the amplifiers

are not overloaded. The apparatus used is described here.

flicker, the actual electrical overloading has
occurred.

I asked the B.B.C. engineer why an
ordinary grid -circuit galvanometer or a
milliammeter in the anode lead of one of
the amplifiers would not be sufficient, and
he explained that both these methods of
indication show the degree of overloading
and not the steady volume.

For this reason, it is not possible for the
B.B.C. engineers to put a plate milliam-
meter in circuit as an amateur would do
in his high -quality receiver. In receiver
work, violent flicking of the milliammeter
needle means that one must reduce the
volume or alter the grid bias to prevent
overloading, but in a transmitter amplifier
the indication would not be reliable enough.
The former Chief Engineer developed a
volume indicator known as the slide -back

galvo.
Some of the control desks

at Savoy Hill are still fitted
with these slide -back indi-
cators, but
they have
been super-
seded by
the new
programme
meters. The
slide - back
galvo has a
variablecontrol
which has
to be turned
until the
slide -back is

at a certain position.
The amount by which

the slide -back knob is to
be turned indicates the
volume, and it is this
"sliding back" of the
control which gives the
meter its name.

An Elaborate Amplifier
Without going too far

into technicalities, the snag
of the slide -back is that
although it is ideal for
certain engineering pur-
poses it is not a ready,
indicator of programme
volume. The balance and
control people, who are
chiefly musicians and not
engineers, demanded some-
thing more effective.

A very elaborate valve
amplifier with pentodes in
push-pull is used in con-
nection with the new

Peak
Volt
Meter

programme meters, and in the amplifier
rack connected to each desk with a volume
control meter is one of these five -valve
amplifiers.

The first stage of the amplifier is trans-
former coupled to the microphone line.
This is choke -capacity coupled to a stage of
push-pull amplification and this is followed
by two pentodes in push-pull. The pro-
gramme meter is connected to this push-
pull circuit.

There are a number of variable controls
on this volume indicator amplifier, but
these are all pre-set so that once the meter
is calibrated they do not need re -adjust-
ment. Six -volt valves are used in the
amplifier, and Soo -volts high-tension is
taken from accumulators. The meter used
is an ordinary milliammeter giving a full-
scale deflection of r milliampere, but it is
shunted by a resistance in order to get a
more dead -beat arrangement.

The meter is calibrated in decibels from
(Continued at foot of next page)

Slide- back
Galvds For
National e
Regional

One of the B.B. C. ccntrol desks carrying programme meters,
peak voltmeters and slide -back galvanometers-all instru-

ments used for checking the programmes
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THE success of the "Mascot" receiver
(described in Nos. jock and 5t0) has

naturally added very considerably to the
AMATEUR WIRELESS mail -bag and I want
to take this opportunity of thanking the
numerous correspondents who have written
to me telling me of the results they have
obtained and making very flattering com-
ments on the design. I am delighted to
rind that so many refer to the admirable
quality given them by this set; many readers
indeed, tell me that they have never before
heard such quality on any receiver. In the
varied conditions in which the "Mascot" is
now being used all over the country, and
even abroad, the selectivity of .the " Mascot"
has proved to be all that was claimed and
even more, while the range of reception both
on the band-pass side and the single -
circuit tapping, has been a surprise to many
who had thought such reception could only
be obtainable with at least one screen -grid
valve.

Naturally, when so many thousands are
being built, a few readers have had their
troubles, and the Editor has very kindly
given me the opportunity of examining all
"Mascot" queries sent in. From these I
have gathered that some readers have
managed, when making their coils, to
reverse the reaction winding. This is evi-
dent by the description of the results they
obtained which are as follows.

Obtaining Correct Reaction Effects
When the set is switched on and used on

the single circuit (with the aerial clip con-
nected to the second coil), the local stations
and perhaps one or two distant ones are
picked up with perfect quality and quite

Y 'MASCOT'
MAIL BAG

good strength, but on going over to the
band-pass arrangement, even with the
most careful re -tuning, the local stations
are very weak and distant stations unob-
tainable. When the reaction control is used,
the set is found to oscillate, but as the dial
is turned there is no increase in the
strength till the set goes into oscillation
with a " plop," after which numerous
carriers can be heard by their chirping as
the dial is turned. The fact that the set
will go into oscillation has led many readers
to think that the reaction Winding must be
the right way round, but actually, and par-
ticularly if the number of reaction turns
has been exceeded., such a circuit can be
made to go into oscillation by a capacity
reaction between windings.

Making a Test
To check Whether your reaction is the

right way round, put the clip on the second
coil and see whether the set goes smoothly
into oscillation as the dial is turned. This
test should not be performed on the local
station, the strength of which will probably
be much too great but should be done on
the most distant station you can pick up.
Actually, of course, the "Mascot" is so
sensitive that locals will come in very loud
indeed on a single circuit adjustment
without any reaction at all If you are in
the London area, try the Northern Regi-
onal, if you are in the Northern area, try the
London Regional, and after you have tuned
it there should be a steady building up in
strength as you turn the reaction dial up to
a point where the set goes into oscillation.
If you do not get a steady increase in

In this article Percy W. Harris deals
with some interesting points in the
operation of the "Mascot" receiver
which was described in the issues

No. 509 and 510.

strength with smo'ith reaction, then some-
thing is wrong..

Band-pass Tuning
A point 1 have gathered from letters is

that readers do not seem to realise that the
set is primarily designed to work on the
band-pass side and when used in such a
condition there is no aerial connection to the
second coil, therefore the tuning position is
different for a given station from that
obtainable when the single -circuit arrange- .
ment is used. Calibrate the set on the,
second condenser as recommended, using::
the band-pass arrangement and this callbration

will always be correct for the second
condenser. if, however, you change over
fmm the .band-pass to the single -circuit
arrangement, the stations will come in at
quite different positions on the second dial,
always with lower reading for the conden-

Motor -boating
One or two readers have had trouble with

motor -boating when using certain types of
mains unit. Troubles of this kind can be
immediately remedied, either by using a
separate tapping for the detector, or by
fitting a choke output-that is to say,
instead of the loud -speaker being connected
directly to .the plate of the output valve a
good L.F. choke should be connected across
the loud -speaker terminals .and a two-
rnicrofarad condenser connected to the ter-
minals of the choke, which is connected to
the plate of the valve, the other side of this
condenser being connected to one loud-
speaker terminal. The other loud -speaker
terminal should now be connected to L.T
negative.

"WATCHING" THE PROGRAMMES !
(Continued from preceding page)

to 7. All the new meters have black dials
with White figures as it is considered that
these are less trying to watch. A meter on
the amplifier rack switches on the pro-
gramme meter for each desk. The needle
idly wanders up and down, giving the
control man time to move the big volume -
control knobs before the actual peak points
are reached.

During talks and late -night dance music
the meters are switched out of circuit, but
they are used for all serious musical
items. Owing to the expense of the B.B.C.
arrangement it would not he practicable for

use in an amateur receiver. The pentodes
are used as push-pull diode detectors and
the meter is connected between f_e centre
point and the secondary of the push-pull
transformer and the negative side of the
filament wiring. The screening voltage is
adjusted by a potentiometer and is set for
each valve combination.

The amplifiers used in connection with
the meters are screened to prevent inter-
ference and are placed ,alongside the first -
stage amplifiers oh the microphone lines
across which the volume controls are
connected. At the side of each programme
meter is a large knob with an ivorine scale,
and this controls a balanced type of poten-

tiometer, capable of fading out the volume
to absolute zero.

Underneath the programme meter on
each desk is a row of keys by which any
studio being controlled can be flashed with
an indicator light and the announcer o.i
duty in that studio can be told whether the
volume is too great or too little. These
neve programme meters have been used
down at Bfookmans Park for checking up
the input volume on the amplifier lines from
London.

They have also been used in the control
room at .Manchester and are the means of
regulating all the chief pr, -)grammes on
the North Regional circuit
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SIMPLE TESTING FOR THE AMATEUR I

WHEN THE WIRELESS SET GOES WRONG
This is the first of a series of articles by our popular contributor " Hotspot," dealing with
the location and cure of the many little faults that develop from time to time in all wireless sets.

In this introductory article the various faults are classified.

NO set, however well it may have been
designed and constructed, will go on

working for an indefinite period. Of
course, the better the design the more
reliable the performance, but in the end
every set -user is faced with the question :
" What has gone wrong? "

Thil.and succeeding articles will attempt
to help you to answer that question. Right
now I may as well make it clear that set
faults cover an enormously wide field, and
it is possible to indicate only the general
lines of attack in locating the fault.

Fig. 1. The only really satisfactory voltmeter test of a battery is to
measure the voltage when the battery is delivering current, as
shown by this pictorial diagram. Note that the voltmeter is in

parallel with the battery

We will assume that you know little
about the technicalities of wireless, but
that you have been sufficient of a handy. -
man to build up one of the many AMATEUR
WIRELESS sets. This has been giving the
excellent results claimed in the article
describing it, but now something has gone
wrong-the question is what?

Here and now you must decide under.
Avhich definite heading the fault comes, so
I will divide up the most commonly found
set faults into the following categories :-

(A) Complete absence of signals when the
set is switched on.

(u) Weakness in reception of all signals
received.

(c) Loss of quality in the reproduction.
(D) Extraneous noises not usually heard

during reception.
These four headings by no means exhaust

the possible faults in a set, but they include
most of those the amateur is competent to
tackle. Let us consider them in turn.

Probably the most disconcerting of all
faults is that horrible dead silence when
the battery or mains switch is put to the
"on" position. There are two sorts of
indications here; either the set is entirely

dead, and no sound or clicks whatever are
heard when the power switch is operated,
or else the usual clicks are heard but still
no signals.

Clicks give valuable clues sometimes.
Remember, though, that a battery click is
produced when the circuit is broken, and
not when it is made. Thus, in a battery
set you get a click when switching off the
filament supply, but no click when switch-
ing on.

Assuming there is no sign of a click, it
points to something being wrong with one

of the battery circuits,
either the high- or low-
tension. One of these
batteries may be run
down, or one of the
valves may have " given
up the ghost." Simple
systematic tests will
prove which, if any, of
these points is at fault.

Even these tests may
be outside the scope of
the average set -builder
unless he is equipped
with the necessary
instruments. One of the
most important among
these must be the
milliammeter, which
measures the anode
current of the valves.
A good high -resistance
voltmeter is also useful,
or if desired, a com-
bination meter giving
volts and milliamperes
by means of shunts can

be used advantageously.
With such a meter it is possible to gain

some idea of the state of the batteries and
of the valves. When seeking to locate
faults dead -beat accuracy is not essential,
but it is necessary to point out that some
very misleading results can be obtained
unless certain facts about the measuring
instruments are borne in mind.

Take the testing of a high-tension
battery, for example. If a poor sort of
voltmeter is connected across the battery
the voltage reading may be quite inaccurate
owing to the fact that the meter will be
drawing off considerable current from the
battery and so lowering its voltage. But
sometimes it happens that a low -resistance
meter imposes a load on the battery
equivalent to the set load, and then the
indication is fairly reliable, since the voltage
that matters is the load voltage, or voltage
under working, or equivalent working,
conditions.

In general, a high -resistance voltmeter
should be used, and this should be con-
nected across the battery when the set is in
action. But suppose the set is not in
action, and the battery is suspected of old

age-what then ? Well, probably the
easiest way is to try the battery on a
friend's set, and to measure the voltage
during the tryout.

Another cause of complete deadness,
coming under our A heading, is a run-
down accumulator. Beware of taking too
much for granted if a voltmeter test is
made, because an accumulator, owing
to its very low internal resistance, will show
practically the full voltage even when the
cells are almost completely discharged.

Assuming that the batteries have been
found in order, complete absence of any
sort of sound when switching on and off may
be due to one of the valves, or to one of the
valve circuits. System will win every time,
so try each valve stage in turn. For this
testing the milliammeter is invaluable, as it
will show whether each valve is working
under correct conditions.

The insertion of the meter in each valve
anode circuit may not be very easy with
some sets, and here a 'gadget such as the
Bulgin valve -holder adaptor will be useful.
This enables the meter to be inserted in the
anode circuit without upsetting the anode -
circuit components. The valve is removed
from its holder, put in the adaptor, and this

Fig. 2. With an adaptor such as that
shown by the diagram the anode current
of a valve can be measured without dis-
turbing the anode circuit components. Note
that the milliammeter is in series with the

anode -circuit components

is then plugged into the holder. The break
in the anode -pin connection is then utilised
for the connection of the meter.

Spare valves are very useful in these
tests, as they help to tell whether it is
the valve itself which is at fault or the
valve components. Absence of any anode
current with the milliammeter test just

(Continued at foot of next page)
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WHAT WE MAY GAIN FROM MADRID
ALAN HUNTER outlines the possible improvements to broadcast reception

that may result from the forthcoming World Conference at Madrid

NEXT September broadcasting will be
in the melting pot. On the fifteenth

.of that .month the International Radio
Telegraphic Convention assembles at Mad-
rid. All phases of radio will be dealt with
by Government delegates from all countries
in the world. This is not merely a Euro-
pean affair, though our interest will natur-
ally be centred mainly around what is
decided with reference to broadcasting in
Europe.

At this stage, it is not possible to do
much more than forecast how far 'broad-
casting in general will gain at the Madrid
Conference. Obviously, the plea will be
made that broadcasting must have more
wavelengths, though this plea may not
pass unchallenged by the radio services
which would have to sacrifice wavelengths
to make more room for broadcasting.

It is now generally agreed that no
material extension of the medium waveband
can be hoped for, but there is more than a
possibility in the suggestion that two or
three long wavelengths may be given over to
broadcasting.

Shall We Benefit ?
The question arises as to how far Great

Britain might benefit from this extension.
At once we can rule out the possibility
that one of the newly acquired wavelengths
would be given to the B.B.C. We already

`have a good -long wave for Daventry,
NVlaile several countries in Europe have
nothing on the long waves.

But if two or three new long waves were
released for broadcasting, the countries
finally obtaining them would probably
have to give up good medium waves in
exchange. Here the B.B.C. might benefit,
for among the exclusive ten .allocated at the
present time to -this country are two defi-
nitely poor medium waves, namely, 261
metres, the London National wave, and
288.5 metres, the future Scottish National
wave.

Before any changeover from existing
waves could be adopted, the International
-Broadcasting 'Union would have -to revise
the present Prague Plan. For it must be
remembered that the Madrid Conference
will concern itself only with waveband.
allocation, and not with the distribution of
stations within any waveband.

If, therefore, the much hoped for exten-
sion of the long waveband were achieved
at Madrid, a meeting -of the Union .at
Geneva would inevitably follow. After
that we might get our eery poor medium
waves changed for zoaves above, say, 3O
metres.

Problems to Solve
Various Government departments have

been busy -since May, 1931, collecting data

on many of the pressing problems con-
nected with broadcasting, and their
reports are to be submitted to the Madrid
Conference. '

We. may gain something from thes3
reports if suitable legislation follows their
publication. For example, the report of
the Danish Government on electrical
interference to broadcast reception, collect-
ed in -consultation with other Governments'
departments, must surely reveal many
possible remedies for what is fast 'becoming
the biggest bug -bear of city dwcillers'
reception-all those horrible background
noises set up by electrical apparatus.

The British Adniinistration has been
given the task of .preparing a report on the
wavelength situation. This will shortly be
submitted to the Berne Bureau, and should
provide a striking commentary on the
chaos resulting from high -power stations
working on inadequate frequency separa-
tio.n.

This wavelength report is .being.prepared
by the Post Office in consultation with the
Post Offices of .other European countries,
all of whom are in touch with the Inter-
national Broadcasting Union.

Meanwhile, the Union has plenty to
consider at its meeting at Lausanne in
June, when 'the final case for 'broadcasting
will be drawn up ready to be prescated
Madrid in September.

" WHEN THE SET GOES WRONG"
(Continued from preceding page)

mentioned might be due to a "dud" valve,
vr it might be due to a faulty anode
component. If the meter Mill shows no
reading when a known good valve is
inserted, the anode impedance has probably
broken down.

The guiding rule in all fault finding is to
look fifst for the simple faults-and do this
by meter tests of anode current and component
substitution.

Possibly, the set is giving all the usual
indications of being alive so far is the
battery connections are concerned, and yet
there may be an entire .absence of signals.
Such symptoms point to a fault in the -aerial
and associated components.

More than once I have made a lightning
correction of a so-called fault by looking
out of the window and finding that the
lead-in wire had come adrift from the
terminal on the lead-in tube. So make sure
the aerial is connected, and, if it is, make
sure that it is not shorting to earth at any
point. If in doubt, you might erect a

short indoor ,aerial and connect this in
place of the normal aerial. If weak signals
wcr,then heard it would prove that some-
thing was wrong -with the aerial-probably
a break,or a short.

A rough-and-ready test is to tap the
bulb of the detector valve. Should this
cause a " pong " in the loud -speaker you
may take it that everything after the
detector is O.K., including the detector.

Next week I will continue this fault-
finding series with a consideration of .faults
under the second heading mentioned.

HOTSPOT.

PERSONALITIES IN THE WEEK'S PROGRAMMES
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The correct Mullard
valves for the "Simple
Super" described in

this issue are:- 2-
P.M.12; 1 -P.M.1HL;

1-P.M.1DG; 1-P.M.2A.

1932 MULLARD 2 -VOLT VALVES

It is not so many years since 2 -volt valves were used only for portable receivers
-and then only because they required small and light low tension batteries,
Today, progress and research have resulted in Mullard 2 -volt valves being
employed as standard in battery -operated sets of every type.

BETTER THAN EVER.
This season's Mullard 2 -volt valves embody further improvements. A new,
rigid -unit construction has been adopted which eliminates the risk of microphony,
even in sets having powerful built-in speakers. Moreover, the characteristics
of many types have been very considerably improved to render them still more
sensitive and worthy of a place in receivers of the most advanced design.

CHOOSE FROM THESE TYPES.

P.M.12 Screened grid valve for use as high frequency amplifier
in 3 -valve or 4 valve sets. Reduced Price

P.M.1HL High efficiency detector for all battery receivers.
Reduced Price

P.M.2A A power valve which will make the most of the very
weakest signals in small 2 -valve sets. Reduced Price

P.M.202 Super -power valve for 3 -valve and 4 -valve sets.
Reduced Price

P.M.22 Pentode output valve for large volume. from 2 -valve
and 3 -valve sets. Reduced Price

FULL. TECHNICAL DATA.

16/6

7/.

8/9

12/_

1 7/6

Type
Filament
Voltage

Filament
Current

Max.Anode
Voltage

Anode
Impedance

Amplification
Factor

Mutual
Conductance

P.M.12 2.0 0.15 150 180,000 203 1.1

P.M.1HL 2.0 0.1 150 14,000 28 2,0
P.M.2A 2.0 0.2 150 3,600 12.5 3.5
P.M.202 2.0 0.2 150 2,000 7 3.5
P.M.22 2.0 0.3 150 - - 1.3

Mullar
THE  MASTERVALVE

MADE IN ENGLAND
Advt. The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House, Charing Cross Road, London, W .C.2.

ARKS
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As far ahead of last year's famous
Century Super as the Century Super
was ahead of all its predecessors
That is what Mr. James says about his
latest achievement, the Simple Super.
And in obtaining this remarkable re-
sult he has used exclusively the J.B.
R.4 Gang Condenser-a typical Pre-
cision Instrument.

SPECIFIED IN THE 'SIMPLE SUPER'
Advertisement of Jackson Brothers, 72, St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.1.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

Telephone : 1837
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THE WEAKWEAK SPOT

F you had to put your finger on the
weak spot of foreign station recep-
tion, I wonder what aspect of this
fascinating pastime you would

choose? This question is prompted by the
complaint made to me recently by a lite-
rary -minded friend about his inability to
pick up the " Pasdeloup" concerts from
Bordeaux. This friend, I should explain, is
definitely non -technical. All he wants is this
" Pasdeloup " concert; why cannot he have
it? At present he is using a well-known
four -valve portable, which gives ample
volume from most of the better-known
foreigners, but it refuses to render the much -
wanted concert from Bordeaux every Satur-
day afternoon. I am asked to suggest a
much more powerful portable.

01,016

PRE -SELECTION
N WITTINGLY, my friend has put
his finger on the weak spot of this
foreign -station business. For while
it is true that you can, on any even-

ing, with this or any other good portable,
get at least twenty stations by turning the
dial, you cannot say which of these stations
you will get at good strength before turning
the dial. I mean, apart from the giants, such
as Prague and Beromuenster, you cannot
say before turning the dial which will be
worth hearing-there is no real pre -selec-
tion.

Nor will there be for a long time to come,
with present indications as to increased
power and consequently increased inter-
ference. But it is a fact that the more power-
ful the stations, the more chance there is of
getting a worth -hearing programme. Bor-
deaux has a power of only i3kilowatts, and
is not particularly good at the present time
in this country. At least, not in my part of
it, and nor apparently is it much better
down in Sussex, where my " Pasdeloup "-
hunting friend lives. Knowing well that
Bordeaux is, at the moment, not capable of
being heard above " mush level," I could not
recommend a more powerful portable for
the required concert.

41 JP
MUSH LEVEL EXPLAINED
HOUSANDS of listeners are still
ignorant of the elementary fact that
unless a station is above mush level
it can never be brought in at good

strength without appreciable background.
The belief is still widely held that if only
you have enough amplification available,
you can get any station at concert strength.
So you can-but not at concert pitch, by
which I mean that a weak field strength can
be turned into a good loud -speaker strength
only by amplifying a hundred and one
noises of the ether.

There is a certain minimum field strength
below which it is not worth considering a
signal. If it falls below this point, the
amplification needed to bring it up to loud-
speaker strength will be so great that mush

will be raised to an unbearable level. The
ratio of signal to interference gives us the
real clue as to whether a station is worth
worrying over. The only way to raise the
ratio of signal to interference, under which
I include all sorts of noises, not fOrgetting
valve noises in the amplifier, is to increase
the power of the transmitter-and that
seems to be the order of the day all over
Europe at the present time.

Jr*
FOREIGNERS LIKE LOCALS

N these stirring times of 150-kilo-
watters, it does not need a big set to

tk get full loud -speaker strength from
certain foreign stations. Recent

measurements by the International Broad-
casting Union clearly show that at night
some of the foreign stations are producing
tremendous peak field strengths in this
country-in some cases the strength of the
foreigner exceeding the strength of the
nearest local. It has been stated recently
by a B.B.C. engineer that in the course of an
evening during the present winter, at least
thirty foreign stations have averaged a
field strength of between z and 3 millivolts -
per metre. This may not mean anything to
you until I explain that 3 millivolts per
metre was a few years ago considered to
represent a C service area, and io millivolts
per metre was an A service.

In any so-called service area, it is assumed
that only simple apparatus is to be used-
a two- or three-valver at the most. So
we have non arrived at the very interesting
stage where a relatively simple set can, after
dark anyway, get as good reception from
twenty or thirty foreigners as was pre-
viously obtained from the local under
C service conditions. Is it any wonder that
in these days we are all foreign -station
fans?

.30.7/6

WET OR DRY ?
LHERE is quite a battle proceeding at

I the moment between the wet and
the dry types of electrolytic con-
denser. The general principle of

both types is much the same. The elec-
trodes are of aluminium, and the insulation
is a very thin film of gas, which is formed
during the manufacture of the condenser.
This insulation is so thin that the capacity
of the condenser is considerable and large
numbers of microfarads can be made in a
small space. The strength of the layer of
insulation, however, depends entirely on
the voltage at which the condenser is formed
during manufacture. Actually, the voltage
across the condenser must not exceed that
at which the condenser was formed, other-
wise the insulating film will break down or
puncture, and the condenser will develop
a leak. Consequently, it is necessary to form
the condenser at a voltage higher than the
maximum voltage which will have to be
handled in practice. On the other hand, one
does not wish to exceed the normal working
voltage by more than is necessary, because

the lower the forming voltage the higher the
capacity of the condenser. The same con-
denser formed at zoo volts would have con-
siderably more than twice the capacity
than if formed at 400 volts.

J'AJts
HOW A CONDENSER IS

" FORMED "
mOW manufacturers of wet electro-

lytic condensers claim that they can
form their condensers at a voltage
just above the working voltage.

If due to the removal of the load in the cir-
cuit, the voltage rises, then the condenser
will break down. But the very process of
forming a condenser simply consists of the
application of voltage across the electrodes,
and a very large current flows, which gradu-
ally gets less and less as the insulating film
forms on the plate. Therefore, if the vol-
tage exceeds the normal voltage, the con-
denser will break down and will actually
proceed to re-form the insulating film.
During the process of doing so it will take,
at any rate at the outset, an increased leak-
age current, and this in itself will automati-
cally tend to drop the voltage on the circuit,
so that to some extent the device acts as a
limiter, and prevents the voltage from rising
seriously.

As, soon as conditions return to normal,
the forming process ceases and the conden-
ser operates quite satisfactorily without any
deleterious effects whatever. That, at any
rate, is the claim of the manufacturers of the
wet type of condenser, namely, that it auto-
matically limits the voltage and under an
excess voltage it will simply bubble for a
time and re-form itself as soon as the voltage
returns to normal:

JO.*
DRY CONDENSERS

HE manufacturers of the dry conden-
ser do not like the presence of
liquids inside, and they therefore
form the plates first in a liquid and

then mount them up in a jelly or some
similar material, which serves to make the
necessary electrical connection, but is not
subject to the disadvantages of an actual
liquid. On the other hand, if the voltage
does rise above the forming voltage, the
insulating film is punctured and, due to the
fact that there is no liquid present, it is not
possible for the damaged portion to re-form
or re -seal, as it is sometimes called. It will,
therefore, have a permanent leak, and is, in
fact, damaged irretrievably.

Whether this defect will be overcome
in the future remains to be seen. At
present there is a distinct battle waging
between the two schools of thought, the
" wets " claiming that theirs is the only
satisfactory method, and that the fact that
they have liquid inside the condenser makes
no difference whatever in actual use. The
" drys " reply to this by saying that their
condensers can be mounted in any position,
and that you should be able to prevent
your voltage from rising above the safe
limit
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    On Your Wavelength!
OVERDOING IT?

OR years past I have urged that the
Wireless Exhibition at Olympia
should be held at an earlier date.
Ever since it started the date has

been towards the fag end pf September.
One of my chief reasons for begging for an
earlier exhibition was that, as matters were,
the majority of schoolboys and schoolgirls
could not attend, since at that time they
had pressing appointments elsewhere. The
youngsters play a very important part in
wireless, and it has been pretty hard lines
on them that the exhibition became auto-
matically out of bounds. This year the
Exhibition is to take place from August
19 to 27, and I must say that I am surprised
and not a little sorry to see what, to my
mind, is an absurdly early opening date.
August is the holiday month when all the
world is at the seaside or in the country and
London is at its very emptiest. I may be
wrong-I hope I am-but I cannot see how
an exhibition held at this time can be a
thorough success.

.310

REASONS WHY
CANNOT help thinking that the
policy of our manufacturers, taken
as a whole, is subject to criticism. I
believe that the real reason why the

Exhibition has now been fixed for such an
early date is just this : manufacturers do
not like to commit themselves to a big
output programme for the season, and in
past years some of the new season's models
shown at Olympia have been the only ones
in existence. Sets were not actually put
into production until the exhibition had
indicated the extent of the demand.  We
saw a result of this policy last autumn.
People wanted British Sets, but could not
obtain delivery, simply because the sets
were not in full production. Fortunately not
all British manufacturers adopt this policy
of waiting and seeing. The Americans,
who have no such timorous policy, shipped
boat loads of sets over to this country and
filled the shops with.them. You could walk
into a shOp, plank down your money, and
walk out with a foreign set. But rarely
could you do so with a British one ! I am
afraid that the early opening of the
exhibition foreshadows a continuance of
timidity on the part of our makers, and
that they want time to discover what to
put into production.

PRETTY HARD LINES
CTUALLY this early date for the
opening of the Exhibition is going
to be pretty hard lines on a great
many people connected with wire-

less. It will mean, for instance; that heaps
of them, if they get holidays at all this year,
will have to take them either very early in
the summer or quite late in the autumn.
This is a real hardship, which ought to have
been considered when the date was fixed. I
have always maintained, and I still hold,
that the proper opening date for the
Exhibition is the Monday of the first whole

(continued)

week in September. If that idea were
adopted the Exhibition this year would
be from the 5th to the i3th of September,
a period which would suit most people
vastly better than the one actually selected.

4141/
PICK-UP POINTS

HAVE had a very interesting time
lately trying out a number of pick-
ups. All of them were of first-rate

- - - -- make and, taken all round, their
performances have been something of a'
revelation. It is particularly interesting to
notice the way in which makers arrange
their instruments in order to obtain a level
response when music is being reproduced
from records. You probably know that
there are mechanical difficulties in the way
of putting the full amount of bass on to the
record itself. I believe I am right in saying
that if a pick-up were arranged to have a
straight-line response to all frequencies the
grooves recording deep bass notes would
have to be more than an eighth of an inch
in width to give the needle sufficient
movement to bring out the notes properly.

JP. -906

A' COMPROMISE
-HE record, then, contains the bass

frequencies, but, since the groove
must be kept of small width, the
amplitude is actually much too

small To correct this the pick-up is made
to have a much bigger response to bass
frequencies than to the treble. By careful
design the balance can be made so extra-
ordinarily good that a close approach to
perfection in reproduction is possible.
Since each designer tackles the job in a
different way, the result is that there are
pick-ups to suit practically all tastes.
Some people like a very large ration of
bass, others -a moderate one, and others
very little. It is also, of course, possible to
adjust the response from a pick-up by
shunting it with resistances of various
values. The effect of these is to weaken the
high notes, with the result that the low
ones are more strongly brought out.

A CONDENSER DETAIL
When wiring up to a screened con-

denser, make sure that there is no short-
circuit between the metal screen and the

terminal of the 'other set of plates,
indicated by the arrow. See that the
soldering tag on this terminal is not
bent down so that it is near the screen.

  
THU PUBLICITY PROBLEM
!ADVERTISING by British firms from

A French stations has now assumed
considerable proportions and the

J signs are that it is still on the
increase. The stations used mostly belong
to private concerns and, no doubt, they
find it a most profitable business. I am
afraid, though, that the use of stations for
publicity purposes may lead to a certain
amount of trouble. The advertiser naturally
wants to make, his voice heard, and the
only way to do this is to shout loudly and
to make sure that you use a wavelength on
which there is no interference. The
tendency of the publicity stations is thus to
put up their power-temporarily, at any
rate-and to indulge in wavelength wander-
ing in search of a clear spot. I don't know
what power one of them (which I will not
name) was using the other Sunday night,
but it must have been something pretty
terrific. I .happened to be using a set con 
tanning no reaction and deliberately made
to have low overall magnification. It is
actually designed for the reception of the
two London stations only, and in the
ordinary way it will not bring in a whistle
of any foreign station. But on that evening
publicity was coming through on this set
with terrific strength, except when fading
occurred.

SWITCHCRAFT'
F you use (and if you don't already,
you will some time) variable -mu
valves, you must, of course, fit a
volume control consisting of a grid -

biasing battery and a potentiometer. Not
a few constructors forget that if they
don't provide a switch to cut out the
potentiometer windings the battery is
continually under load, which is distinctly
bad for its health. The drain isn't large --
only a fraction of a milliamp-but even
this is quite enough to make a grid -biasing
battery very short-lived. You can buy,
nowadays, special potentiometers incor-
porating a switch which comes into action
when the knob is turned as far clockwise as
it will go. These are excellent. Another
method is to alter your low tension switch
in such a way that it performs the double
purpose of cutting out both L.T. and
G.B. batteries.

414'.
RECORDS AND BRAKES
IKE the correspondent who wrote a
week or two ago, I have had a
certain amount of trouble myself
with automatic radiogram brakes,

owing to the varying diameter of the
' run off" circle of records of different

makes. It seems a pity that record makers
cannot get together and make a standard
size for this ring. Or possibly two standard
sizes might be needed, one for no inch and
one for 12 inch records. I haven't yet come
across the "non set" brake of which one
correspondent wrote, but as soon as I get
time I hope to make inquii ies about it.

THERMION.
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TAPPING YOUR H.T. MAINS UNIT
Some Useful Advice to Mains Users
By Percy W. Harris, M.Inst.Rad.E.

IN preceding notes we have seen how the
rectified current is taken from the valve

or other device, smoothed and delivered to
the output condenser which acts as a kind
of reservoir. We must next ask ourselves
what will be the output voltage and how
can we vary it to suit the various valves
and tappings on our set.

It is unfortunate that accurate voltage
readings on a mains unit are only obtainable
with relatively expensive instruments,
ordinary voltmeters of low resistance
being useless. Many a wireless experi-
menter on applying his ordinary voltmeter
to the output terminals of a mains unit has
obtained a reading quite different from that
which is actually obtainable on the set
with which the unit is being used. The
reason can be found by examining our good

T2
Ti

2

0
A simple voltage -dropping circuit

old friend Ohm's law with its relation
between voltage, current and resistance.

Let us imagine that we start with 220
Volts alternating current from our mains,
and we pass this through a step-up trans-
former, giving, say, 250 volts across each

-side of the centre tap, or Soo volts in all.
A simple circuit arrangement is shown in
the accompanying diagram, and from
this we can estimate certain voltages
and losses. The two ends of the trans-
former winding c2 are applied to the
two plates of a full -wave rectifying
valve and hs each plate becomes positive,
so current flows from this plate through the
filament and along to the positive high-
tension terminal of the filter condenser c 1.

Rectifier Resistance
While the current passes freely across

the space between the plates and the
filament of the rectifying valve B, the space,
nevertheless, has a certain resistance in
which there are voltage losses. This
resistance varies with the type and make of
valve and the amount of current it is
designed to carry. There is also, of course,
a resistance in the transformer windings
themselves and even if we short circuit the
condenser ci, the current will not rise
above a certain figure, which will depend
mainly on the internal resistance of the
valve.

Similarly, the choke Li has a _certain
resistance so that when we apply a load to
the output terminals, the total voltage

available across these terminals will
depend not only on the resistance of the
load, but also on the resistance of this
choke Li. Put another way, we can say
there is a voltage loss in L i and the voltage
loss may be big. The importance of this
loss depends on the requirements of our
set. If, for example, we are drawing
20 milliamperes and the resistance of the
choke Li is I,000 ohms, 20 volts will be lost
in it; if we take a 4o milliamperes, then we
shall lose 4o volts, and so on. This is why,
in a mains unit giving, say 200 volts H.T.,
with one particular make of output valve
it may give perhaps only i5o with another.

Voltage Variations
The lower the resistance of the choke

and other parts of the mains -unit circuit
the less variation of voltage there will be
with load. As it is more expensive to
make a low -resistance choke for a given
inductance than a high, the voltage of a
cheap mains unit is often very susceptible
to changes of load. A mains unit which
varies comparatively little in its voltage
with a change of load within reasonable
limits is said to have
good " regulation," and
it is in such things as
this that the more ex-
pensive mains unit
shines.

I mentioned above
that erroneous readings
are obtainable on mains
units with cheap volt-
meters, the reason for
this being that such
voltmeters are often of
low resistance and take
a great deal of current
to operate - consider-
ably more than the
total current of the set
itself. Thus, when the
voltmeter is applied to
the output terminals of
a mains unit, it may
take so much current
as to bring down the
voltage considerably,
owing to the losses in
the circuit itself. TO
get readings which are
approximately accur-
ate, or at any rate
sufficiently indicative
of the wOrkiing voltage
of a mains unit, you
should use a voltmeter
which has a resistance
of sufficiently high
figure for the purpose.
It is customary to use
a voltmeter rated as
having a resistance of
x,000 ohms per volt for
this purpose, and many
of these are now ob-
tainable at quite rea-
sonable prices.

Ci =tzar Wirdes,

Another point about voltage measure-
ment is that you should measure the voltage
while the unit is actually connected to the
set and the set is running, as otherwise the
drop in voltage, due to the load, will not
be taken into account.

One of the popular vaudeville turns
heard in the North Regional programmes
is that by Professor Zweistein and Mr.
Griffith -Griffiths. These artistes will appear
on April 22.

Arthur Bliss is visiting Belfast on April
3o to conduct the Belfast Wireless Chorus
and Symphony Orchestra in a performance
of his choral symphony of war, "Morning
Heroes."

Continuing his series of feature pro-
grammes, Herbert Westerby, who gives an
organ recital from Belfast each Friday
morning, is to play music by Belgian
composers on April 29.

Tom Pickering will be the vocalist in a
programme of spring music from the
Cardiff studio on April 28. The Western
Studio Orchestra will play.

The new Radio Palace at Rome will be
officially inaugurated on April 21 with
a special broadcast programme. - The
building contains eight underground studios
with one specially equipped for television
transmissions.

A GOOD " TALKIE " TEST

As announced recently in " A.W.," cinema engineers are experiment-
ing with radio -gram reproduction of cinema organ records to replace
the organ in the theatre. Here are representatives listening to organ
recitals given from the organ and then from records reproduced

through speakers behind the pipes
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THE work of assembly of the "Simple
Super " is particularly straightfor-
ward. All parts are placed in just

the positions where you expect to find them.
It is natural that the four -gang tuning

condenser should be in the centre and as
the four -coil unit is joined to it, this is
placed alongside it.

Be careful not to twist the tuning con-
denser when screwing it down. You can do
this by screwing the fixing screws hard
down when the baseboard is not flat.
Something must give, and clearly the
condenser will twist. So examine the base-
board and see that it is flat. Then mark the
positions of the holes through the feet.
Take the condenser away, make small
holes with a bradawl, and screw down the
feet.

Now you can take them off, fit them to
the tuning condenser and place the whole
component in position. If the baseboard is
not flat you may find it necessary to use
thin washers as packing below one of the
corners of a foot. There is no need to force
the screws home very tightly.

Some Assembly Points
You will observe that the scale must lie

back a little from the edge of the baseboard
in order that it shall clear the escutcheon
when this is fitted.

The coil unit is the next component to be
fixed, but before doing this attach short
wires to the connecting screws of the
tuning condenser. Then arrange the two
valve holders between the edge of the
baseboard and the four -coil unit, with the
r-microfarad condenser, which lies flat
upon the baseboard, the .0003-microfarad
grid condenser and the grid -leak fitting.
 At the back is the aerial circuit pre-set

condenser and the small aerial -earth
terminal block. On the right-hand side is a
metal bracket which is used to carry the
volume control, the spindle being of the
same height as the spindle of the switch
fitted to the four -coil unit.

Further constructional
details of the remarkable
new Super -Het, first de-
tails of which were given
in last week's issue.

Just behind it is the first intermediate -
frequency filter coil-that is, the one joined
to the anode circuit of the bi-grid valve and
the grid circuit of the screen -grid inter-
mediate -frequency amplifying valve. The
rest of the parts are clearly to be seen in the
illustrations and diagram.

Be sure and fix the valve holders in the
right positions and directions. There must
be clearance between the two coil pots, so
see that they do not touch. Test for this
before screwing the valve holders down.

Wiring Hints
The wiring of the set can be commenced

in various ways, but it is better to follow the
lines laid down in the diagram and blue-
print; as you will see, the wiring is extra-
ordinarily easy.

There are so many short wires. Be
careful of the four wires from the tuning
condenser, using enough systoflex to cover
the full length of the wires as you do not
want the wires to touch the chassis and to
short circuit one of the coils. Be careful,
too, of the wiring to the valve -holders.
These are not arranged to lie in the same
direction with the result that the grids and

By W. JAMES
plates should be looked for as a check upo
the assembly.

The two flexible resistances were, I
found, long enough to pass between the
terminals shown. Do not mix them, the
30,00o -ohm resistance being the one con-
nected on the four -coil unit.

Where flexible wires are used, make a

four -coil unit to the other side of the
tuning condenser. These can be run be-
tween the pots of the coils and pass below
the tuning condenser, to the parts on the
other side.

An earth wire goes to the tuning con -

First Screen Grid Detector Oscillator Second Screen Grid Detector Power

Mullard PMI2
Marconi S22
Osram S22

Mazda S215B
Cossor 220SG

Mullard PM] DG
Marconi DG2
Osram DG2

Cossor 210DG

' Mullard PM12
Marconi S22
Osram S22

Mazda S21 5B
Cossor 220SG

Mullard PMIHL
Marconi HL2
Osram HL2
Mazda HL2

Cossor 210HF

Mullard PM2A
Marconi LP2

Osramzda

P220LP2

Cossor 220 Pa

loop which will just pass over the stem of
the terminal. This avoids loose strands
which might be troublesome. It is just as
well to fit the correct plugs and spade
contacts to the ends of the battery wires
at the time the wires are cut. This will
avoid your making a mistake
when you come to Connect
the batteries.

There are a
few long wires
passing from the

denser, and it is as well to make sure the
connection is a good one if the wire is taken
to a scrow instead of to the terminal
provided. One side of the coil chassis is
joined t-3 the negative through the switch
included in the unit.

Final Connections
,The negative low-tension and

negative high-tension wires from
' the batteries are joined

to the two termin-
als fitted on the

It is easy to build, simple
to operate and costs little
side of the chassis. When the switch is in
the off position the two battery circuits
are disconnected. By turning the switch
to the medium or long wavelength the
batteries are connected and the coils are
joined in the circuit.

The flexible wire from the second pot in
the coil unit, coming from the back or
aerial end, goes to the anode of the first
screen -grid valve. The wire from the fourth
pot is joined to the terminal fitted to the
base of the four -electrode or bi-grid valve.
In cases where the valve is fitted with an
extra leg in the base and not a side terminal,
it is necessary to use a five -hole valve
holder and to take the flexible wire to the
spare terminal, the rest of the holder being
wired as before.

There is another flexible wire to be
connected, that from the intermediate -
frequency transformer, and this goes to the
anode of the screen -grid valve next it.

H. T. Supply
A highItension battery of 120 volts is

needed; of course, if you can manage more
high tension so much the better, as the
actual power output to be obtained from the
last valve depends upon the high tension
applied to it. An increase in the voltage,
which also means an increase in the
current, improves the volume by more than
a proportionate amount, and is therefore

desirable, expecially when a small power
valve is fitted.

Those with a mains unit have ail advan-
tage over battery users, as the high
tension usually exceeds 120 volts when the
set takes only a small current.

Suitable Valves
For the power valve a grid -bias battery

of 9 volts will usually be suitable. There
are many valves to choose from and the
table shows a number of suitable ones.
On test, I have found the following com-
bination excellent : Marconi S22, Mullard
PM IDG, Marconi S22, Mullard 1)MIHL,
and Mazda P220.

There are two screen grids, and valves
having the biggest slopes should be used.
A good detector valve will have a moderate
impedance and the highest amplification
factor, and the list shows satisfactory
types. There is, of course, a large number of*
power valves of all sizes. The small types
are listed, but if you can afford the high
tension then a larger power valve should be
selected. Always use the biggest power
valve that you can supply from the high
tension that will be used.

If you normally use the ordinary type of
dry battery a super -power valve is quite
out of the question unless you are prepared
to fit a new battery at fairly frequent
intervals. The whole question of the power
stage is one for you to decide, the point
being that the bigger the valve the more it
costs to run, but the greater the volume
from most stations the better the quality,

This set is capable of giving excellent
quality, but the volume control is such
that the strength of the signals applied to
the last valve can be varied over a wide
range. No output filter or transformer is
provided in the set because none is needed
with the small power valve that will
normally be used. If you fit a large valve
a coupling to the loud -speaker may be
needed, and this had better be arranged as
part of the loud -speaker.

These three photographs of the " Simple Super" show the chief features and illustrate clearly how the construction is simplified by the use of the complete coil units and four -gang condenser. The "Simple Super" is not only an extremely
efficient receiver, it is one of the simplest sets which has ever been described in "A.W."
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THE work of assembly of the "Simple
Super " is particularly straightfor-
ward. All parts are placed in just

the positions where you expect to find them.
It is natural that the four -gang tuning

condenser should be in the centre and as
the four -coil unit is joined to it, this is
placed alongside it.

Be careful not to twist the tuning con-
denser when screwing it down. You can do
this by screwing the fixing screws hard
down when the baseboard is not flat.
Something must give, and clearly the
condenser will twist. So examine the base-
board and see that it is flat. Then mark the
positions of the holes through the feet.
Take the condenser away, make small
holes with a bradawl, and screw down the
feet.

Now you can take them off, fit them to
the tuning condenser and place the whole
component in position. If the baseboard is
not flat you may find it necessary to use
thin washers as packing below one of the
corners of a foot. There is no need to force
the screws home very tightly.

Some Assembly Points
You will observe that the scale must lie

back a little from the edge of the baseboard
in order that it shall clear the escutcheon
when this is fitted.

The coil unit is the next component to be
fixed, but before doing this attach short
wires to the connecting screws of the
tuning condenser. Then arrange the two
valve holders between the edge of the
baseboard and the four -coil unit, with the
r-microfarad condenser, which lies flat
upon the baseboard, the .0003-microfarad
grid condenser and the grid -leak fitting.
 At the back is the aerial circuit pre-set

condenser and the small aerial -earth
terminal block. On the right-hand side is a
metal bracket which is used to carry the
volume control, the spindle being of the
same height as the spindle of the switch
fitted to the four -coil unit.

Further constructional
details of the remarkable
new Super -Het, first de-
tails of which were given
in last week's issue.

Just behind it is the first intermediate -
frequency filter coil-that is, the one joined
to the anode circuit of the bi-grid valve and
the grid circuit of the screen -grid inter-
mediate -frequency amplifying valve. The
rest of the parts are clearly to be seen in the
illustrations and diagram.

Be sure and fix the valve holders in the
right positions and directions. There must
be clearance between the two coil pots, so
see that they do not touch. Test for this
before screwing the valve holders down.

Wiring Hints
The wiring of the set can be commenced

in various ways, but it is better to follow the
lines laid down in the diagram and blue-
print; as you will see, the wiring is extra-
ordinarily easy.

There are so many short wires. Be
careful of the four wires from the tuning
condenser, using enough systoflex to cover
the full length of the wires as you do not
want the wires to touch the chassis and to
short circuit one of the coils. Be careful,
too, of the wiring to the valve -holders.
These are not arranged to lie in the same
direction with the result that the grids and

By W. JAMES
plates should be looked for as a check upo
the assembly.

The two flexible resistances were, I
found, long enough to pass between the
terminals shown. Do not mix them, the
30,00o -ohm resistance being the one con-
nected on the four -coil unit.

Where flexible wires are used, make a

four -coil unit to the other side of the
tuning condenser. These can be run be-
tween the pots of the coils and pass below
the tuning condenser, to the parts on the
other side.

An earth wire goes to the tuning con -
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loop which will just pass over the stem of
the terminal. This avoids loose strands
which might be troublesome. It is just as
well to fit the correct plugs and spade
contacts to the ends of the battery wires
at the time the wires are cut. This will
avoid your making a mistake
when you come to Connect
the batteries.

There are a
few long wires
passing from the

denser, and it is as well to make sure the
connection is a good one if the wire is taken
to a scrow instead of to the terminal
provided. One side of the coil chassis is
joined t-3 the negative through the switch
included in the unit.

Final Connections
,The negative low-tension and

negative high-tension wires from
' the batteries are joined

to the two termin-
als fitted on the

It is easy to build, simple
to operate and costs little
side of the chassis. When the switch is in
the off position the two battery circuits
are disconnected. By turning the switch
to the medium or long wavelength the
batteries are connected and the coils are
joined in the circuit.

The flexible wire from the second pot in
the coil unit, coming from the back or
aerial end, goes to the anode of the first
screen -grid valve. The wire from the fourth
pot is joined to the terminal fitted to the
base of the four -electrode or bi-grid valve.
In cases where the valve is fitted with an
extra leg in the base and not a side terminal,
it is necessary to use a five -hole valve
holder and to take the flexible wire to the
spare terminal, the rest of the holder being
wired as before.

There is another flexible wire to be
connected, that from the intermediate -
frequency transformer, and this goes to the
anode of the screen -grid valve next it.

H. T. Supply
A highItension battery of 120 volts is

needed; of course, if you can manage more
high tension so much the better, as the
actual power output to be obtained from the
last valve depends upon the high tension
applied to it. An increase in the voltage,
which also means an increase in the
current, improves the volume by more than
a proportionate amount, and is therefore

desirable, expecially when a small power
valve is fitted.

Those with a mains unit have ail advan-
tage over battery users, as the high
tension usually exceeds 120 volts when the
set takes only a small current.

Suitable Valves
For the power valve a grid -bias battery

of 9 volts will usually be suitable. There
are many valves to choose from and the
table shows a number of suitable ones.
On test, I have found the following com-
bination excellent : Marconi S22, Mullard
PM IDG, Marconi S22, Mullard 1)MIHL,
and Mazda P220.

There are two screen grids, and valves
having the biggest slopes should be used.
A good detector valve will have a moderate
impedance and the highest amplification
factor, and the list shows satisfactory
types. There is, of course, a large number of*
power valves of all sizes. The small types
are listed, but if you can afford the high
tension then a larger power valve should be
selected. Always use the biggest power
valve that you can supply from the high
tension that will be used.

If you normally use the ordinary type of
dry battery a super -power valve is quite
out of the question unless you are prepared
to fit a new battery at fairly frequent
intervals. The whole question of the power
stage is one for you to decide, the point
being that the bigger the valve the more it
costs to run, but the greater the volume
from most stations the better the quality,

This set is capable of giving excellent
quality, but the volume control is such
that the strength of the signals applied to
the last valve can be varied over a wide
range. No output filter or transformer is
provided in the set because none is needed
with the small power valve that will
normally be used. If you fit a large valve
a coupling to the loud -speaker may be
needed, and this had better be arranged as
part of the loud -speaker.

These three photographs of the " Simple Super" show the chief features and illustrate clearly how the construction is simplified by the use of the complete coil units and four -gang condenser. The "Simple Super" is not only an extremely
efficient receiver, it is one of the simplest sets which has ever been described in "A.W."
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John Watt, producer of the "Songs
from the Shows" series

THE new type of programme, called a
Miscellany, no doubt attracted many

listeners, unless the item " The XV Idyll
of Theocritus" frightened some of them at
the very outset

By virtue of its general make-up I think
this programme might reasonably be
labelled lighbrow Vaudeville. At all
events, it proved to be something of the
kind.

Whether or not it was generally appre-
.6iated I have, of course, no means of
knowing: whether or not the idea is good
enough to stand repetition is a question a
little difficult to answer.

I am all in favour of the idea provided
the quality is really high; the first effort
was, I thought, rather patchy.

The Theocritus item attracted me
greatly, but I strongly disapproved of
" Ma Parker " which I thought morbid.
I am perfectly certain that any listener
switching into the last part of that sketch
by accident would immediately switch off
again. I enjoyed Anne Thursfield's singing
of " Madame Noy " more than anything.
and "The Jackdaw and the Pigeons"
least: it was.not too well delivered.

Looking over the whole production I am
definitely of opinion that Highbrow Vaude-
ville as an addition to, but not an alternative
to ordinary vaudeville might well be a line
of development in broadcasting. I am
inclined to say: "go easy; don't make it
too highbrow to begin with," but I am
convinced that the idea is a good one.

There was a splendid vaudeville, of the
other kind, earlier in the week. For one
thing, it contained some very good imper-
sonations, a form of art I happen to
appreciate very much.

Florence Desmond was more than merely
clever in her imitations of Gracie Fields
and Alice Delysia; she succeeded in
broadcasting their personalities so closely
that I think it true to say that those who
heard her could say they had heard her
" victims." I should like to congratulate
Miss Desmond and to express a sincere
wish to hear her again soon.

. The type of imitation given by Rita
 Brunstrom equally interested me; she
evidently has the power to create fleeting

TALKS ABOUT

HIGHBROW VAUDEVILLE

microphone characters. One day perhaps
she will have a brain -wave and bring to
life a character that will live. If so, she
will do something definite for vaudeville.

The Western Brothers might be heard
more often because they know how to
handle topical songs-another style in
vaudeville that might be developed much
more than it has been. Good satires,
cleverly written and rendered, make
excellent entertainment.

Another virtue in this particular vaude-
ville was the linking -up by the Wireless
Singers ; the thought occurs to me at
this moment that they might appear in
some future Highbrow Vaudeville, singing
madrigals.

One night, finding that I had already
heard the two chief items, I stretched out
and found an excellent vaudeville in
progress on the Midland Regional.

At least two items ought "to come to.
London." Aerbut and Gaertie, in their
very amusing interlude "Gaertie learns to
Drive," which they delivered in perfect
Birmingham dialect, would amuse London
listeners, I feel sure.

I also enjoyed Vera Ashe and Gerald
Lennan in a really clever little sketch
called " What Women Want." I make
the suggestion that these two items be
heard from London, whether the artistes
actually come up to town for the purpose
or not.

Leonard Henry, in "April Foolishness"
was, of course, funny; all the same, I think

PROGRAMME POINTERS
I have listened on every available

occasion recently to the Wireless Singers,
because I enjoy their singing. It has been
in my mind for some weeks past to point
out what I am convinced is a blemish in
their make-up. They need the addition of
another soprano. I do not want the present
sopranos to be angry because I have
made the suggestion ; there is nothing
wrong with them. It is merely a case of
expediency for broadcasting. Their bal-
ance is not absolutely perfect. To say to
the present sopranos " you must sing up
more " is going to spoil everything ; what
is wanted is the addition of another soprano
with a soft, round voice who will help to
broaden and deepen the tone of the top
part. Most choirs need a little extra
weight at the top ; this one is no exception.
I offer the suggestion to Mr. Stanford
Robinson as a mark of my keen appreciation
of the Wireless Singers.

I have heard him funnier. I am ashamed
to grumble at him, though; he is inimitable.

One of the best broadcasts of the extra-
vaganza type I have ever .heard was
that entitled " The Path of Glory." It
appealed to me as being a very enjoyable
satire, and was thoroughly -well produced.
I hope Mr. du Garde Peach will develop
a definite line in satirical writing for the
microphone; the harder he hits the better
we shall enjoy it.

I listened to part of "Songs from the
Shows" this week. To be candid, I thought
the so-called theme songs very poor fare.
Not even John Watt could interest me in
them. They were definitely bad, musically,
in many instances; as for the words,
"tripe" is the only term I can think of
that suits some of them.

That seems to be about all the light
shows I have heard this week; the rest of
my page must be devoted to more serious
thoughts.

The outstanding broadcast of the week
was, of course, the greatest work of all
time-the colossal Mass in B Minor of
" John S. Bach," as I saw him designated
in an American paper recently !

Considering its unwieldy proportions
and the difficulties that must ever attend
a performance of it, everything went off
splendidly. The chorus sagged a little
here and there, but there was some very
good singing.

Of the soloists, Keith Faulkener was
easily the most impressive. All the soloists
were good-definitely so-but Faulkener
created a deep impression on me for
which I offer him my sincere thanks.

I should like to congratulate Dr. Boult
on his share; if I add that I thought the
pace of the Sanctus a little too slow I am
sure he will not mind. What it gained in
dignity it lost in continuity.

Thinking of choral singing, I hope you
all heard the Glasgow Orpheus Choir on
the Saturday evening. I can think of
no choir that approaches it in tone and
precision. The National Chorus can learn
much from such singing, in my opinion,
and yet I say that with a deep respect for
the National Chorus.

I enjoyed Albert Sammons and William
Murdoch whom I heard play Cesar Franck's
adorable piano and violin sonata. Sam-
mon's tone amazed me throughout; he is
certainly the best of our English violinists.

WHITAKER-WILSON.
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COMPLETING THE `A.W." SIMPLE SUPER' "- Continued from previous page
An ordinary aerial and earth system may

be used with the set. The selectivity is
such that nothing is gained by using a small
aerial, as is often arranged with small sets
that are in themselves not very selective.
With a good outdoor aerial the strength of
the signal collected is, of course, greater
than when a short or indoor aerial is used:
Do not try using a frame aerial,' and I
mention this simply in order to avoid being
asked the question.

Now, the four -gang condenser has four
trimmers. The trimmer
in the oscillator circuit
s not used, so remove the
trimmer adjusting piece
from the fourth unit of
the condenser, counting
from the back of the set.
You could unscrew this
and leave it, but as it
would be loose it is better
to take it away.

Then unscrew the three
remaining trimming con-
densers so that we start
with the trimming con-
densers at their least
capacities. Now switch
the set to the medium
waves, and having assured
yourself that the set is all
right by listening to the
local station, turn to a
station at about 40
degrees. Then, with the
aerial pre-set condenser
set at its maximum
capacity; that is, with
the screw turned down-
wards, try adjusting the
trimmer of the third
condenser. Move it very
slowly and leave it at the point where the
signal seems the loudest.

If necessary
use the volume
control to weak-
en the signal in
order that a slight
change in the
tuning may be
detected. Then
try the second
trimmer and fin-
ally the first.
Now the setting
of the first trim-
mer depends
upon the size
of the aerial
and upon the
:etting of the Are-
s e t condenser.
You must, there-
fore, now turn to
a station at
about ibo de-
grees. Go over
the trimmers
once again, and you may find that the
trimmer of the first condenser needs ad-
justing.

To avoid this, lower the capacity of the
pre-set aerial condenser by unscrewing the
knob a little. - Try the set- again at about

40 degrees and you will probably find
that the tuning is correct. You could
avoid this in the, first place by setting the
pre-set condenser at a low value to start
with, but this involves a reduction in the
signal strength. The thing to do, therefore,
is to use as much capacity in the pre-set
condenser as possible and this can best be

Super " in the radio department of
Selfridge's.

YOUR ACCUMULATOR
ALWAYS keep the top surface of your

accumulator clean. During charging.
acid sprays up from the vents and is
deposited as a surface layer, which tends to
collect dirt. In course of timethis forms a
shunt resistance across the terminals, quite
apart from corroding them. Another wise

precaution is to keep an eye on the
sludge thrown down from
the plates. A certain
amount does no harm.
but after a time it will.
bridge the plates unless
it is cleaned out. This
may be one reason why
an accumulator will not
hold its charge for the
proper length of time.
though a second and
more likely cause is
sulphatiou. M. B.

This plan view of the "Simple super" makes many of the constructional details
obvious and gives a good idea of the general layout
determined by trying the set at two points,
one low on the scale, the other at the top.

COLD- CONTACT
RECTIFIERS

IN
spite of its apparent

simplicity, the real
action of the ordinary
catswhisker-crystal con-
tact is still largely wrap-
ped in mystery. There
are, of-- course, various
theories of operation, aid
highly complicated and
none wholly satisfactory.
The same applies to the
dry -contact (c opper -
copper - oxide) rectifier
used in connection with
mains -driven sets. The

problem is made more puzzling by the
recent discoNwy that this type of rectifier

is also photo-
sensitive.

THE COMPONENTS REQUIRED FO
Baseboard, 16 in. by 12t in. (Cameo, Peto-Scott,

Readi-Rad).
Four -gang .0005-mfd. variable condenser (J.B.).
Four -coil super -het unit (Wearite type GL32).
Two super -het coils (Wearite, one OTt and one

OT2).
Seven 4 -pin valve holders (Telsen, Lotus, Lissen,

W.B., Goltone, Wearite, Junit, lgranie, Benjamin).
One 1-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C., Lissen, Dubilier,

Tclsen, Goltone, Ferranti).
Two 1-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier, Lissen,

Telsen, T.C.C., Goltone, Ferranti,.
High -frequency choke (Peto-Scott, Lewcts, Lissen,

Wearite, Goltone, Dubilier).
Low -frequency transformer (Lissen Hypernik,

Telsen, Lotus, Ferranti, Varley, Goltone, Lewcos,
lgranic, R.I.).

.0003-mfd. maximum pre-set condenser (Sovereign,
Formo, Telsen, Igranic. R.I., Lissen, Polar, Goltone).

Grid -leak holder (Ready-Rad, Lissen. Goltone,
Bulgin, Telsen, Dubilier).

Two 1-megohm grid leaks (Dubilier, Lissen, Telsen,
Sovereign, Goltone).

One .0003-, one .0005-, and one .0002-mfd. fixed
condensers (Lissen, Telsen, T.C.C., Goltone, Dubilier,
Sovereign, Formo, Ormond, Graham-Farish).

R BUILDING THE "SIMPLE SUPER"
One 15,000 -ohm, one 30,000 -ohm spaghetti resis-

tances (Lewoos, Lissen, Telsen, Sovereign, Varley,
Goltone, Graham-Farish).

Two terminal mounts (Sovereign, Junit, Belling
Lee).

Four terminals marked Aerial, Earth, L.S.-, L.S.-
(Belling-Lee, Clix, Bulgin, Eelex).

Two spade terminals, marked L.T. L.T.-
(Balling-Lee, Clix, Eelex).

Six wander plugs, marked G.B. r, G.B.-, H.T.-,
H.T. 1, H.T. 2, and H.T.±3 (Belling -Lee, Clix,
Eelex).

Connecting wire and sleeving (Lewes, Jiffilinx,
Quickwyre).

Five yards thin flex (Lewcoflex).
50,000 -ohm potentiometer (Colvern).

ACCESSORIES
120 -volt H.T. battery (Lissen, Pertrix, Drydex,

Fuller, Ever -Ready, C.A.V.).
Accumulator (Lissen, Pertrix, Drydex, Fuller,

Ever -Ready, C.A.V.).
9 -volt grid bias battery (Lassen, Pertrix, Drydex, Fuller,

Ever Ready, C.A.V.).
Cabinet (Peto-Scott).
Loud -speaker (Ultra, Ormond, Lissen, R. & A.,

H.M.V., Tekade, Sovereign, Blue Spot, Goodman).

The trimming holds good over both wave
ranges and is completed in a few minutes,
although it takes longer to describe. Next
week I will give operating hints.

London readers should avail themselves
of the opportunity of seeing the " Simple

M. B.

A further con-
tributor to the
series of talks,
called "Hazard, -
which are to be
given on Satur-
days, is Mr. G. W.
T. Garrood, whd
will describe his`
experiences when
he crashed in the
'jungle in Central
Africa and was
lost for several
days.

Val Vaux will
appear in a con-
cert by the Studio
Orchestra on
May 7.

Percy Harris " Mascot"
In connection with the Percy Harris

"Mascot," it should be noted that either
WD2 or HD2 Triotroa valves are suitable
in the detector stage.
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INSIDE " SPAGHETTI'S "
FLEXIBLE type wiretwound resistances

are composed of a core over which is
wrapped the resistance wire. The diameter
of the core is not the same for resistance
units of different values and produced by
various makers. Sometimes it is quite thin.

Then. the unit is usually fairly fragile.
The wire used is very fine in high -resistance
units and were it not for the protecting
cover of systoflex or similar tubing, would
be troublesome in practice. As the units
have a stout covering, however, they are
strong enough to withstand ordinary
handling.

The ends are fastened in various ways.
Sometimes the ends of the resistance units
are bound with copper wire and a metal
sleeve is fitted over an end and fastened by
pressing the sleeve. This joint is satisfac-
tory enough provided the work is properly
done. In other cases the joint is welded,
so making sure of a good contact which is
also a sound mechanical job.

From these notes you will gather that
the unit must not be stretched for the pur-
pose of making it reach between two points.
Neither must the ends be fastened in such
a way that the core is bent at too acute au
angle. With care, these resistance units will
be satisfactory.

Some are poorly made and the ends should
be tightened before they are joined in the
circuit. I have had some with ends which
were quite loose and to use them in this
state is to ask for trouble.

It is advisable to let the resistances lie
straight or in a gentle curve. If they are
twisted or bent they may give trouble.
The best makes stand rough handling, I
know, but some of the others do not, and
it is a wise precaution, therefore, to examine
the end connections and to handle the units
with care.

Incidentally, I have found more than
once that the unit was Marked a resistance
value different from that on the box.
You can check resistance values if you have
a milliammeter. One volt will send i milli-
ampere through i,000 ohms. You can,
therefore, choose a voltage that will send
a current within the range of the instru-
ment through the unit and so check its
value.

FITTING A PICK-UP
There are many iv

pick-up to a circuit,
switch to alter the cir

It is safe to leave
detector grid circuit

ays of connecting a
sometimes using a

cuit.
the grid lead in the
in many instances,

.frfr WIREI.ESS DEN
*044/ /fiats_

CONSTRUCTION'fe

THEORETICAL

CONSTRUCTION'

WchtliEs
especially in mains sets, a further precau-
tion- is to employ a shielded pick-up flex.

The accompanying diagram .shows these
points. A simple switch is used and the
pick-up may be left connected as shown.
The grid of the detector valve is not opened
at all during switching and this is an advan-
tage. For one thing, loud clicks are avoided
and secondly the 'Naive is properly used.

The shielded covering is _earthed at a
convenient point. Sometimes the metal
part of the pick-up must be earthed as well
and this is easily arranged. It is better to
earth the shielding and not to connect it to
the grid -bias side of the pick-up circuit.

This will avoid the necessity for finding
out which wire goes to the bias. When

This is the metLod of gramophone pick-up
connection referred to by W. James

a metal chassis is used, the shielding can be
joined to this. Hum is often greatly
reduced by shielding and a tendency to
whistling that sometimes is a difficulty is
removed.

IS THE INSULATION POOR ?
It needs a little rain to find out some

aerials. If the insulation is poor, the results
may be fair during dry weather. But when
rain has wetted the parts, leaks occur and
the results are below standard. Too many
people are careless in this matter. They
take the aerial and the earth for granted.

Hours are spent in trying to improve the
set when in many instances I am sure that
a half-hour spent on the aerial and earth
system will greatly improve the results.
Good aerial insulators should be used. Use
long ones if possible. Do not have any
twisted joints. They soon get dirty and -
lower the signal strength.

If joints are necessary, see that they are
properly soldered. Do not bring the aerial
near the gutter or other pipes. A good aerial -
earth switch is a necessity. A cheap one is

likely to give trouble and leaks may occur.
Perhaps earths are more neglected than
aerials.

The all too common practice of driving a
small tube into the ground and forgetting
about it is responsible for many cases of
poor results and such faults as slight hum
and instability. The aerial and earth
should be gone over at regular intervals and
any necessary work be carried out.

USING A " MAINS " AERIAL
Mains aerials are satisfactory in some

instances and not in others. There is no
accounting for the great differences in the
results. The length of the flex from the -
mains set to the power point may affect
matters and it is well known that reversing
the power plug may alter the results.

A short indoor aerial is sometimes much
more effective than a mains aerial and the
reverse is often true. If you cannot
manage an outdoor aerial, therefore, try an
indoor aerial as well as a mains aerial.

TWO SPEAKERS ?
Two speakers may well sound better than

a single instrument. Even when two loud-
speakers of the same pattern are used, the
results may be much better than when only
one is used.

You can experiment in two ways. The
first is in the method of connecting the
speakers, which can be joined in series or
parallel. One may be coupled through a
transformer and the other through a choke
condenser filter depending upon the instru-
ments themselves.

Then the positions of the speakers can be
varied and noticeable difference in the
quality be detected merely by changing
their relative positions in the room.

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence._ Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world: 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months. 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome. will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
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WONDERFUL QUALITY

THE LISSEN
HYPERNIK
TRANSFORMER

Mr. James has used this transformer in the
"Simple Super." You cannot get such a good
response curve-such fine quality of reproduction-
from any other transformer at anything like this
price.

With a primary inductance of fully too henries,
it yet operates perfectly when passing currents up
to 5 m; A. or more. Its step-up ratio is 4 to 1,
and a stage amplification of more
than too is obtained.

PRICE

USE ALSO LISSEN FIXED CON-
DENSERS, LISSEN GRID LEAKS,
LISSEN H.T. BATTERIES, LISSEN
GRID BIAS BATTERY AND LISSEN
ACCUMULATOR AS SPECIFIED

sayslielrfames
" HE quality is remarkable . . . you

could not build a better battery set,"
says Mr. James in his introductory

article on the "Simple Super" in Amateur
Wireless, April 9.

The reason is not far to seek ! The Lissen
Hypernik Transformer, Lissen Fixed Conden-
sers and Resistances, Lissen H.T. and G.B.
Batteries and Lissen Accumulator-these are
all used in the original set. No wonder the
output is wonderfully pure, the frequency
response particularly well-balanced and pleas-
ing to the ear.

Build the "Simple Super" with Lissen parts
and make sure of that fine tone and volume
which Mr. James has planned to give you.

THE PARTS THAT PULL TOGETHER
LISSEN LIMITED . WORPLE ROAD . ISLEWORTH . MIDDLESEX

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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HE CLIMAX AR -ELECTRIC

RADIO -GRAMOPHONE

THIS week my test report deals with
what must surely be the most inexpen-

sive table radio -gramophone on the market
-the Climax. Having had this on test
at my home in south-west London for two
consecutive evenings, I am now able to
award it my heartiest recommendation.
Let me say at once that the gramophone
reproduction is first-rate, and that the
radio performance is well up to the standard
to be expected from a three -valuer.

As the illustrations clearly show, the
Climax radio -gramophone- is fitted into a
table cabinet of distinctive design. The
front of the cabinet is taken up by the
moving -coil loud -speaker, and on lifting
the lid we find one of the latest electric
gramophone turntables working in con-
junction with a Climax pick-up.

Accessible Valves
On removing the back of the set we

find accessible holders for the screen -grid,
detector and pentode valves, and also a
holder for the mains rectifier valve-for
this radio -gramophone works from A.C.
mains.

A terminal strip at the back carries
sockets for the connection of an additional
loud -speaker. There are also sockets for
the aerial and earth leads and for the
insertion of the mains plug. Coming from
the mains flex is a lead giving a mains -
aerial connection when plugged into the
aerial socket.

The mains on -off switch and the gramo-
phone switch are also mounted at the
back. The gramophone switch is pulled
out when records are required to be
reproduced, and pushed in when radio is
wanted.

The unusual layout of the controls is
more than justified in practice, as my tests
conclusively proved. A flexible degree of
selectivity is obtained by the two tuning
circuits, which are operated by a large
knob having a super -imposed trimmer
knob. This tuning device gives the facility
of one -knob control without loss of
sensitivity.

The flexibility of the selectivity is
provided by a stud switch control mounted
below the main tuning device. There are
eight positions for this knob, and on the
third position from the minimum volume

Makers : Climax Radio Electric Ltd.

Price 22 guineas

point, which is, of course, the maximum
selectivity point, the performance with my
6o -foot aerial was extremely good.

It is interesting to record that this per-
formance was approximately as good when
using the mains -aerial connection. That
is to say, volume with adequate selectivity
was obtained.

The selectivity is such that London
National and Regional stations were con-
fined to a 20 -metre spread on the stud
position already mentioned. I was glad
to find that sensitivity is well maintained
at the top of the medium waveband,
Budapest coming through at good strength.

Long -wave Performance
On the long waves Radio Paris was'

brought in at remarkable strength and
quality, absolutely clear of Daventry.
Altogether five stations were logged at
good strength on the long waves. There
were others suffering from heterodyne
interference. The tuning on the long
waves goes down to Soo metres, so it is
possible to get the A.A.
weather reports sent out
eight times daily on a
wavelength of 830
metres. You can also
listen to some of the
interesting telephony
traffic on the air -liner
channel of goo metres.

During these tests I
appreciated the fact
that the tuning dial is
calibrated i n wave-
lengths. These are quite
accurate when ' the
trimmer is properly
adjusted.' In fact any
great ' discrepancy be-
tween the wavelength
calibration and the
corresponding wave-
length o f a wanted
station may be taken as
'some indication that the
trimmer. has been incorrectly set. The
dial, by the way, is illuminated when the
set is switched on.

The two subsidiary controls take the
form of a wave -change switch knob on the
left and the reaction knob on the right.

DETECTOR
VALVE

PENTODE
VALVE

Spe

Good Quality
The quality is notable for the clean-cut

bass and for the absence of needle scratch.
The neat automatic stop and the speed
control lever are features of the gramo-
phone motor. The lid can be closed down
during the playing of ro-inch records but
for 12 -inch records the lid must be kept open.

Further tests on the radio side clearly
demonstrated the value of the combined
selectivity and volume control. As my
test was carried out only twenty miles from
Brookmans Park the maximum sensitivity
stud of this control could not be utilised
when receiving stations on wavelengths
close to the wavelengths of the two London
stations.

But during the reception of such stations
as Budapest at the top of the medium
waveband and Cologne near the bottom of
this band, considerable volume was ob-
tained by decreasing the selectivity. The
outstanding feature of the radio perform-
ance is the ability to suit all conditions.

Altogether the Climax All -electric Radio-

cial features of the Climax radio -
gramophone

I CRAM° -RADIO SWITCH

S.G. VA LV E

MAINS
RECTIFIER

I MAINS
SWITCH

gramophone is fine value for money. It
should command a wide appeal among
listeners wanting the best of two worlds-
first-class radio programmes and good -
quality record reproduction.

SET TESTER.
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The ssenPower iliniode
and the lively &sell Petector
You can use these valves in any set with one stage of L.F. amplification and get better results
from your set than ever the original designer dreamed of. The lively Lissen Detector Valve
brings in the foreigners like magic. It adds amazingly to the range of any receiver. The
Lissen Power Pentode, whose magnification factor is more than 90, gives volume such as
you have never heard before. Many more stations, and all loud and clear, crisp and enjoyable
to listen to-that is what these two valves give you.

LISSEN P.T. 225
The Lissen Power Pentode Valve-P.T.225- con-
verts any set with one stage of L.F. amplification
into a fine, full -volume " Pentode -output " receiver.
This valve puts new power into your loud -speaker,
and new brilliance of tone, too. Use it instead

get an amazingof a power valve and at once you
step-up in volume. And it takes
no more current than the power
valve it replaces- its H.T. con-
sumption is only 7 m A.
Ask for Lissen P.T.225. Price

I
1 r6

LISSEN H.L.210
The Lissen Detector Valve----H.L.210-livens up
your tuning, gives you extra range, greater sen-
sitivity. It is so responsive that it brings the
foreign stations in like magic. Not only this, but
it passes a crisper, more powerful
signal on to the L.F. stage of your
receiver, and you get louder, clearer
radio altogether.
Ask for Lissen H.L.210. Price

S EN VAL
Brilliant British Best./

ES
LISSEN LIMITED WORPLE ROAD ISLEWORTH

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
MIDDLESEX



" Ten -Station Two"
want to tell you how much I

appreciate the " Ten -station Two " cir-
cuit in the current issue of your journal.

I have tried many circuits, but never
with such results as this one.

My great difficulty in the first place was
to buy the special tuner, the Autokoil, but
I was able to, purchase one direct.

The results certainly justify your remarks
as to ease of operation and tuning, but why
have you called it the "Ten -station Two " ?
I was able to receive over twenty stations
on my speaker and I have only an
indoor aerial tucked away in the roof.

Both long- and short-wave stations seem
to roll in and I even received Croydon
talking to an aeroplane.

Radio Paris and Rome were very loud
indeed, and for the first time I was able to
get NOrthern Regional perfectly.

The set is so easy to make, that I feel
sure there must be thousands of others who
would like to build it if they only knew how
jolly good it is.

H. S. P. (London), N.4.

Valves and H.T. Supply
SIR,-I have made up for use with A.C.

mains, a receiver which was originally
designed to have a mains pentode output
valve. As I do not care for pentodes, I
replaced the latter valve with two A.C.
mains power valves in push-pull. Although
I have altered the biasing resistances and
other aspects of the circuit correctly I find
that results from the speaker are very poor.
Surely the use of two valves in push-pull

WHEN SUBMITTING QUERIES
Please write concisely, giving essential par-

ticulars. A Fee of One Shilling (postal order),
a stamped addressed envelope, and the coupon on
the last page must accompany all letters. The
following points should be noted.

Not more than two questions should be sent
with any one letter.

The designing of apparatus or receivers cannot
be undertaken.

Modifications of a straightforward nature can be
made to blueprints, but we reserve to ourselves
the right to determine the extent of an alteration
to come within the scope of a query. Modifications
to proprietary receivers and designs published by
contemporary journals cannot be undertaken.

Readers' sets and components cannot be tested
at this office. Readers desiring specific inforrna
tion upon any problem should not ask for it to ba
published in a forthcoming issue, as only queries
of general interest are published and these only at
our discretion. Queries cannot be answered by
telephone or personally.

Readers ordering blueprints and requiring
technical information in addition, should address
a separate letter to the Query Department and
conform with the rules.

El

should give me more power than a single
pentode? G. W. (London).

It is to be expected that two ordinary AC.
mains valves would give more output power
than a single pentode, but this, of course,
depends entirely upon the type of valves in
qui-stion. You seem to have overlooked the
facN, however, that your two mains type power
valves may be consuming far more anode
current than the single pentode. If the H.T.
supply portion of your receiver has only been
designed to give just the right output for the
pentode and other valves of the original design
of receiver, you have not sufficient current
supply available for the satisfactory working
of your present arrangement of valves. You
are advised to look into this matter and, if
necessary, use a more powerful H.T supply
system for your receiver.-ED.

AFRIL 23, 1932

L.F. Whistling
SIR,-I have just installed a moving -coil

speaker in place of a cone type speaker.
Previously, I used a choke -filter output
with the cone speaker, but as the moving -
coil speaker has its own output trans-
former I have dispensed with the choke
and condenser of the filter. I now find
I get L.F. whistling all the time the receiver
is working and I cannot eliminate this
trouble. Can you suggest what may be
causing the trouble? F. M. (Hulme).

It seems that you are using speaker extension
leads betWeen your set and the speaker. As
the speaker has its output transformer incor-
porated at its base, it follows that the extension
leads come between the output or anode circuit
of the last valve and the primary of the speaker
transformer. This sets up L.F. instability
and interaction which gives rise to the whistling.
You should put the input transformer by the
side of the receiver and arrange the extension
wires from The secondary terminals of the
transformer to the speaker or you will need
to keep your speaker close to the receiver.-ED.

Modulation Heterodyning
SIR,-On certain settings of the tuning

of my set I get programmes from
stations which appear to be mixed up with
a lisping kind of noise. On some stations,
like London Regional and also Midland
Regional, it is impossible to eliminate this
lisping without losing the stations signals
altogether. Can you explain the cause
and, if possible, a remedy?

H. Y. (Guildford).
The lisping noise is due to modulation hetero-

dyning between two stations and cannot
readily be eliminated. It is a somewhat
different form of interference from that known
as carrier -wave heterodyning. With the latter,
a continuous whistle is experienced. Where
modulation heterodyning is experienced, per-
haps the only possible remedy would be to
use a variable -mu screen -grid H.F. valve and
to sharpen up the tuning of the various circuits
as well. A definite cure cannot be guaranteed.
-ED.

(Inset.) The dotted
lines in this aerial
photograph show
the proposed exten-
sions to the Ekco
factory, and (above)
a busy scene in one
of the assembly

shops

NEW EKCO FACTORY
1__1 UGE factory extensions and the installation of new
1 1 plant which will have a far-reaching effect on the
radio section of British industry are being undertaken
by E. K. Cole, Ltd., the manufacturers of Ekco sets and
mains units.

The extent of the new factory is indicated by the
dotted lines in the aerial view of the existing Ekco

factory at Southend-on-Sea, and a busy
scene in one of the assembly departments is
shown by the top photograph.

Giant bakelite presses are being in-
stalled for mouldings used in the manu-
facture of set cabinets and mains units.
It is understood that the largest presses at
present operating in this country are of
six hundred tons. The new Ekco plant
comprises three i,000 -ton hydraulic high-
speed presses !

A 35 -ton crane runs the whole length of
the building to handle the moulding dies.
A further extension of the existing factory
building is necessitated by the bakelite

actory, and the office space will be expanded.
To enable the maximum benefit to be derived

from the new factory and bakelite presses, three
shifts a day will be employed, so that the machines will run

24 hours each day and will, virtually, never cease working?
The Ekco factory is rapidly growing, and the new plant and

factory equipment will make for greatly increased production.
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NOT A WAVETRAP

Connected in One
Second

No Circuit alterations
No extra Valve
No additional Batteries
Long and Medium

Waves
No Coil -changing

Slow Motion Control
Effectively Screened

251.
CASH OR C.O.D. POST FREE

Nothing More to Buy

ASS LAI

CONVERTS

ANY SET TO

BANDoPASS

TUNING

The only Unit that adds needle -point selectivity
without decreasing Signal strength !

UNDER modern Broadcasting
conditions your Set must

be equipped with this New
and amazing selectivity Unit.
Then-and only then-will your
selectivity problems be corn=
pletely solved once and for all.
Whether your set is Mains or
Battery operated, the PILOT
BAND-PASS UNIT cuts out pro.
gramme interference effective.
ly and sharpens tuning to
needle -point selectivity.

No longer need you tolerate
indifferent Radio caused by
fiat tuning and inefficient tuning
circuits. Fit this Unit to your Set
and immediately enter a new
world of clear, sharp pro.
gramme reception. It is simple
to attach and can be operated
by anyone without technical
knowledge. Your dealer should
have it in stock. If not, send
direct by posting the coupon
to -day.

ORDER NOW-IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

PETO-SCOTT CO . LTD.
77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1 (cLEITEENP=E9403

Dear Sirs-Please despatch to me at once CASHIC.O.D. 1 PILOT BAND-PASS UNIT

;
complete with simple operating instruclions for which I enclose 25/.

NAME
AD DRESS

t.,ML11....=.11,=.41=imf....m0.1.,11...1.1.

Doi't Forget to Say That You Sew it in "A.W."

.23/4'32 I
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A weekly review

of new components

Conducted by J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

NEW LISSEN COIL
WE have received for test this week

one of the Lissen 1932 dual -range
shielded coils. This coil has been designed
for universal application  and it can be
used in any of the tuned circuits of a
receiver. The construction of the coil is
very simple, the short-wave grid coil and
reaction windings are wound on a small
paxolin former, i in. in diameter. The
long -wave winding is accommodated in a
built-up slotted former, mounted at the
bottom -end of the short-wave section. The
circuit employed is quite normal, the aerial
being tapped approximately a quarter of
the way up the short-wave winding, this
connection holding for both short- and
long -wave reception. It should be noted
that the makers state that a condenser
having a maximum value of .000r micro -
farad must be connected in series with the
aerial. For wave -changing a two -point
shorting switch is required. The reaction
coil is entirely separate from the other
windings, thus making it possible to employ,
different types of reaction circuit as may be
desired by the user.

and les!s of
apparatus

The coil is mounted on a moulded bake-
lite base provided with terminals for the
external connections. A 21/2 -in. shielding
can, with a circular metal base to act as an
undershield, are also provided.

On test, about six miles from Bookmans
Park with a full outdoor aerial, it was found
possible by employing a variable condenser
of .000r maximum in the aerial circuit,
to separate the two Brookmans Park

The new Lissen dual -range coil with the
shield removed to show the winding

arrangement

stations. At this short distance from
Brookmans Park there was some break-
through of the short-wave stations on to
the long waveband, but this could be
minimised by the use of the variable aerial
condenser.

A high -frequency test was conducted on
the coil and at 40o metres the effective
resistance was just under 9 ohms. On the
long waveband at i,600 metres the value
obtained was 56 ohms.

Considering the small size of the coil,
these figures are good. This coil is neatly
made, and at the price of 6s. 6d. complete
with shield, is good value.

LOTUS SLOW-MOTION DIAL
11HE Lotus slow-motion dial which we

are reviewing this week is a neat and
simply made piece of apparatus. The
metal frame which carries the dial and
slow-motion mechanism is of ample pro-
portions thus ensuring the rigidity which
is essential for the smooth working of a
slow-motion dial. This frame is arranged
for screwing or bolting to the baseboard,
thus allowing the dial to be mounted
independently of its associated condenser.
The frame also carries a socket for an
ordinary flash -lamp type bulb, which is
wired to the filament circuit and used to
illuminate the dial from the rear.

The dial itself is made of ivorine, and is
set at an angle so that it can conveniently
be seen through the metal window pro-
vided. Two ioo-division scales are engraved
on the dial, one above the numbering and
one below, this latter being in red.

(Continued on page 784)

As Good as
the dearest

MOVING - COIL SPEAKER
The amazing performance of BLUE SPOT Inductor Type

100U is difficult to credit-until you hear it for yourself.
It has all the sensitiveness of a good Moving -Coil Speaker.

It has the same ability to reproduce the bass notes to per-
fection; but it goes one better, for it does not develop the
lower notes at the expense of the higher. The whole musical
scale is reproduced as clearly and crisply and correctly as
in the original.

Hear it for yourself. Test it with
speech and song and music and
you will be completely convinced.

Write for illustrated Catalogue
No. A. W. 33.0

100D, an attractively designed
Cabinet Speaker in fine quality
oak, 63/-.

100
COMPLETE
MOUNTED
CO CHASSIS

BRITISH MADE

IBRITIffiri FIVE /VDT CIDMIIPANT LTD
BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94/96 ROSOMAN ST., ROSEBERY AV., LONDON, E.C.1
7 Jephone : Clerkenwell 3570. Telegrams: "Bluospot, Isling, London."

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North
Wales: H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London), Ltd.,
100, London Road, Sheffield : 22, Sc. Mary's Parsonage,
Manchester: 183 , George Street, Glasgow,

Ilutcheonad
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LOOK FOR
"EDDY" IN
YOUR DEALER'S
WINDOW

Further evidence of the supremacy of the new range of
2 -volt Mazda valves is here in the metalised H.L.2. Extreme
sensitivity joins with absolute stability, and its high amplification
coupled with a comparatively low impedance renders it

particularly efficient as a leaky grid detector or intermediate
L.F. amplifier. The steep slope of the H.L.2 also makes it
suitable for use as an anode bend detector.

Mazda valves are 100 ' British made and designed by
British engineers.

THE AMAZING

ACHIEVEMENT
IN THE NEW
MAZDA
201/0 L T
RANGE

MAZDA 2VOLT RANGE

BTR IIII1F11S P.220A
- 182,90 S.G.215 - 16 6

*5.215A -

H.210 - 7 0 P.240 - 12 0
HL210 - 70 PEN.230 176

*L.2*HL.2 77 00 PEN.220
PEN.220A

17 6

P.220
17 6

VANES *5.2156 - 16 6
16 6

* mErtosEn

EDISWAN RADIO THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
RADIO DIVISION:

155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2

V.144

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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" WE TEST FOR YOU "
(Continued from page 782)

The slow-motion mechanism is of the
friction type and is free from back-
lash, but at the same time the action is

One of the new Lotus slow-motion dials
quite smooth. The reduction ratio is
approximately 8-1.

The dial retails at 5s. Complete with a
driving knob, metal window, and template
for fixing.

CUTTING OUT INTERFERENCE
VISITORS to the Daily Mail Ideal Home

Exhibition can see in the Post Office
exhibit the latest methods of cutting out
radio interference.

Two new sets are demonstrated, an
R.I. Madrigal and a G.E.C. radio -gramo-
phone, and the reception on both of these

?84

is utterly spoilt by violet -ray apparatus,
traffic control signals and vacuum cleaners
worked close to them for demonstration
purposes. The Post Office engineers show
how this interference can be entirely cut
out by closing a switch which brings into
action a number of filter circuits which
bypass the H.F. interference. Circuit
diagrams and other information are given
free, and the technical representatives of
the Post Office are available to give every
assistance in cutting out interference with
radio reception.

An " A.W." representative spent an
interesting hour investigating the methods
adopted by the Post Office for cutting out
the most difficult interference-such as
that caused by violet -ray apparatus-and
readers should take advantage of the
opportunity to talk, at the Exhibition,
with the Post Office engineers about any
local interference.

CHOOSING A CABINET
WE are informed by the Carringtoa

Manufacturing Co., Ltd., that re-
decoration and several alterations have
been carried out at the Camco showrooms,.
24 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.i, which
facilitate the inspection of the whole range
of cabinets on show. Readers are in-
vited to see the new Camco cabinets, and
those who cannot conveniently call should
write for a copy of the new illustrated
catalogue, free on mention of "A.W."

BUILD THE "SIMPLE SUPER"

APRIL 23, 1932

A GOOD GRAMOPHONE MOTOR
GRAMO-RADIO users will be inter--

kJ ested in a good triple -spring .gramo-
phone motor marketed _by the Cabaret
Electric. Co., 17o Vauxhall Bridge Road,
S.W.I. This motor, which is supplied

The triple -spring gramophone motor of the
Cabaret Electric Co.

complete with a plated metal baseplate
and a 12 -inch turntable, is capable of
playing three twelve -inch records. It is
made up on a solid cast frame, with en-
closed wheelwork and efficient wick, oiling,
lubricant being contained in a reservoir
below the gearing. An automatic stop
and long detachable handle are provided,
making it very suitable for mounting in a
radio -grain console -type cabinet.

Charles Brewer is to produce one of the
most successful of his Midland Regional
radio musical comedies for National listen-
ers on May 3 and Regional listeners on
May 4.

These Motors
were made es-

pecially tor one of
the world's leading

gramophone manufac-
turers, exclusively for
use In models priced
from £25

upwards.

The Finest
Spring

Gramophone
Motor ever

produced

fits into all Cabi#et Gramop4ones RaciWrams

Will play 3-12" or 4-10"
Records at one windinz

/ I
OF BRAND NEW

GARRARD SUPER
TIMPIE SPRING

An unusual circumstance-the opportunity of a lifetime-
enabled us to secure from a world-famous firm of gramophone
makers these Garrard Super Motors at a price much below
actual cost. The Garrard Super Triple Spring Model is the
finest spring gramophone motor ever made. It combines
exceptionally long running with perfect regularity, strength,
silence, and a silent wind.

Secure yours while
the offer lasts

This Garrard Super
Motor embodies three
distinct spring drive
units and is thus
three times as power-
ful and long running
as the ordinary single
spring motor. All
working parts are
totally enclosed.

Fitted with motor plate,
speed regulating lever,
safety friction clutch, vel-
vet -covered 12 -inch turn-
table, winding handle,
and automatic brake. All
bright parts heavily
nickel -plated.

List price £4: I :3
Offered 35/70

at
Carriage Paid

A limited number in Gilt, 5:- Extra.
Postal Orders and Money Orders should be crossed, and Treasury Notes sent by registered post
CABARET ELECTRIC Co., 170 Vauxhall Bridge Road., London, S.W.1

and 238 High Street, Lewisham, London, S.E.13
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The R. & A.  Challenger '
notwithstanding Its phena-
ininally low price, will, given
an undistorted input, repro -
!duce speech and music with
absolute fidelity. Its sensi-
tivity is such that it gives
satisfactory results when
used with the average power
valve, and it will accept
3 watts undistorted A.C.
without distress, thus provid-
ing a volume of reproduction
more than sufficient for
normal requirements.

CHASSIS

INCLUDING
MULTI- RATIO

FERRANTI

TRANSFORMER
(TO R 6 A SPECIFICATION)

BRIEF SPECIFICATION 1-
8!' -in diameter, pressed steel, stuve enamelled Wad:,
fitted with felt facing sectors.

DIAPHRAGM 6! diameter, moulded in one piece with surround.
COIL ... 1 -in. diameter, 9.7 ohms impedance at.1,000 cycles.

MAGNET Forged 15 per cent. cobalt steel, cadmium plated. Flux
doasity 5,800 lines per square centimetre.

TRANSFORMER Dotted to chassis, Ratios 19, 33, and 44 to 1. Large
core, sectional primary wind.ng. Made by Ferranti Ltd.,
to R. A. specification.

Your Dealer will gladly demonstrate. Write -to us for
Descriptive Literature.

Oifkel
CHALLENGER

PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING
COIL REPRODUCER

Rc preclucers & Amplifiers Ltd., Frederick St., Wolverhamptcn
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ens3re Pronipt Attention

BATTERY
FOR EVERY
PURPOSE
AND PRICE

High Tension or Low Tension-inexpensive
cr. Super Capacity Batteries-every need for
wireless power can be met from the Pertrix
range.

The extraordinary long life Pertrix
Batteries are the result of over forty5years of
battery manufacture.

Plug into Pertrix and forget all your Battery.
troubles !

HIGH TENSION
BATTERIES

AND ACCUMULATORS
PERTRIX I -1.T, BATTERIES

60 volt -5'6 100 volt -91- 120 volt-11/-

PERTRIX STANDARD CAPACITY H.T.
BATTERIES

60 vo'A-8'- 100 volt -13t- 120 volt 15'6

PERTRIX WIRELESS ACCUMULATORS
from 4,6

Adz I. of Epata,,i,, Batie,ies, $33, Siurpesbui e Assess, Lend°
Works: Redditeh (tru,Kr.)
Tejcp4one Bar 7971 (5 lir/W.

IV C. 2.
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COLVERSTAT
VARIABLE
RESISTANCES

Type S.T.IO
Rating 10 watts.
Values 500 to 50,000

ohms. 5/6

Specified for the
"SIMPLE SUPER"

'Type S.T.S
Rating 5 watts.
Values 250 to 25,000

5/3

Type M.T.
Rating 3 watts.
Values 25 to 10,000

ohms. 4'6

Wire wound, smooth in
movement, silent in action,

constant in setting.
For all voltage regulation

and volume control.

COLVERN LIMITED
MAWNEYS RD., ROMFORD

ESSEX

YOUR TUNING GUIDE
Broadcasting Stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths., For the purpose of better comparison,

the power indicated is. that of the carrier wave.
Kilo- Station and Power

Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)
GREAT BRITAIN

25.53 11,751 Chelmsford
(G5SW) 16.0

242.3 r,238 Belfast 1.0
261.6 1,147 London Nat 50.0
288.5 r,o /0 Newcastle 1.2
288.5 1,040 Swansea 0.12
288.51,540 Plymouth 0.12
288.5 1,040 Edinburgh 0.3
288.5 1,040 Dundee 0.12
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth 1.0
288.51,040 Aberdeen 1.0
301.5 995 North National 50.0
309.9 968 Cardiff 1.0
355.9 843 London Regional 50.0
376.4 797 Glasgow 1.0
398.9 752 Midland Regional 25.0
480 625 North Regional 50.0

1,554.4 193 Daventry (Nat.) 30.0
AUSTRIA

218.7 1,375 Salzburg 0.5
245.9 1,220 Linz 0.5
285.2 1,052 Innsbruck 0.5
352.1 852 Graz 7.0
453.2 666 Klagenfurt 0.5
517 581 Vienna 15.0

also testing on 1,237 m. from 7.0 p.m.
(Mon., Wed., Sat.).

BELGIUM
208 1,456 Antwerp, 0.25
210.2 1,429 Liege 0.15
215.3 1,393 Chatelineau 0.2
215.61,391 Bruxelles

Conference 0.2
216 1,389 Liege 0.1
221.4 1,355 Binche 0.1
240.81,245.8 Liege (Exp.) 0.1
268.3 r,//8./ Liege (Cointe) 0.4
283.6 r,o58 Brussels (SBR) 0.5
337.8 888 Brussels (No. 2) 15.0
509.3 589 Brussels (No. 1) 15.0

BULGARIA
318.8 94z Sofia (Rodno Radio) 0.5

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
249.6 1,201.8 Prague (2) 5.0
263.8 1,137 Morayska-

Ostrava 10.0
279.31,674 Bratislava 13.0
293 1,022 Kosice 2.5
341.7 878 Brunn (Brno) 32.0
488.6 614 Prague 120.0

DENMARK
281.2 1,067 Copenhagen 0.75

1,153 26o Kalundbarg 7.5
also on 31.51 m. (9,520 Kcs.)

ESTONIA,
298.8 1,004 Tallinn 11.0
453.2 662 Tartu 0.5

FINLAND
291 r,o3r Viipuri 13.0
368.1 815 Helsinki 12.0
434.6 690 Pori 1.5
540 556 Tampere 1.0

1,796 167 Lahti 54.0
FRANCE

219.9 1,364.1 B ,ziers 0.5
292 1,351 Fecamp 5.0
236.7 1,267.3 Bordeaux-

Sud-Ouest 2.0
245.9 1,220 Strasbourg 8GF 1.0
251.1 1,195 Juan-les-Pins -. 0.5
255.1 1,176 Toulouse (PTT) 1.0
285.4 r,r3o Lille ( PTT) 1.3
271.5 1,105 Rennes 1.2
285.4 1,051 Montpellier 0.8
286 1,049 Radio Lyons 10.0
294.7 1,017.7 Limoges (PTT) 0.5
304.9 984 Bordeaux (PTT) 13.0
308.8 971.4 Radio Vitus 1.0

also on 43.75 in. (6,865 Kcs.)
21; n co Ma rqejlb, 1.6

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

327.4 916.4 Poste Parisien 85.0
327.5 916 Grenoble (PTT) 2.0
345.2 869 Strasbourg (PTT) 11.5
369.4 812.4 Radio LL (Paris) 0.5
384.4 779 Radio Toulouse 8.0
450 666.7 Paris (PTT) 0.7

testing on 10 Kw.
468 644 Lyons (PTT) 1.5

1,445.7 207.5 Eiffel Tower 13.5
1,725 174 Radio Paris 75.0
GRAND DUCHY of LUXEMBURO
1.:_50 240 Luxemburg 1.0

GERMANY
31.38 9,56o Zeesen 15.0
217 1,382 Konigsberg 0.75
218.5 1,373 Flensburg 0.5
219.9 1,364 Cassel 0.25
232.21,292 Kiel 0.25
239.4 1,253 Nurnberg 2.0
245.9 1,220 Cassel 0.25
253.1 1,185 Gleiwitz 5.0
259.3 1,157 Leipzig 2.0
269.8 1,112 Bremen 0.2
276.5 1,085 Heilsberg 60.0
283 x,o6o Magdeburg 0.5
283 1,060 Berlin (E) 0.5
283 r,o6o Stettin 0.5
318.8 941 Dresden 0.25
325 923 Breslau 1.5
380.6 832 Mithlacker 60.0
372 8o6 Hamburg 1.5
389.6 77o Frankfurt 1.5
419.9 716 Berlin 1.5
453.2 662 Danzig 0.5
472.4 635 Langenberg 60.0
532.9 563 Munich 1.5
559.7 536 Kaiserslautern 1.5
559.7 536 Augsburg 0.3
558 530 Hanover 0.3
569.3 527 Freiburg 0.25

1,634.9 x83.5 Norddeich 10.0
1,634.9 183.5 Zeesen 75.0
2,525 119.3 Konigswuster-
9,900 103.5 hauseu (press) 15.0
4,000 75 ditto

HOLLAND
296.1 1,0 r3 Hilversum 8.5

1,071.4 28o Scheveningen -
Haven 10.0

1,875 16o Huizen 8.5
HUNGARY

210 1,429 Budapest (2) 3.0
550 545 Budapest (1) 1.8.5

ICELAND
1,200 250 Reykjavik 16.0

IRISH FREE STATE
224.4 1,337 Cork (6C E) 1.2
413 725 Dublin (214N) 1.2

ITALY
25.41 r,8 ro Rome (2R0) 15.0
247.7 1,211 Trieste 10.0
273.2 1,098 Turd (Torino) 7.0
280 1,071 Bari 20.0
312.2 96r Genoa (Genova) 10.0
318.8 941 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
331.5 905 Milan 7.0
368.1 815 Bolza no 1.0
441 68o Rome (Roma) 50.0
500.8 599 Florence (Firenze) 20.0
525.6 570.8 Palermo 3.0

LATVIA
198.5 1,510 Riga (tests) 16.0
525 572 Riga 15.0

LITHUANIA
1,935 155 Kaunas 7.0

NORTH AFRICA
363.4 825.3 Algiers (PTT) 16.0
416 721 Radio Maroc

(Rabat) 6.0
and 32.26 m. (9,355 Kos.)

NORWAY
r."+t Kristians,,rd 0.5

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres. cycles Call Sign. (Kw.?

240.2 1,249.2 Stavanger 0.5
364 824 Bergen 1.0
367.6 816 Frederiksstad 0.7
495.9 605 Trondheim 1.2

1,083 277 Oslo 60.0
POLAND

214.2 1,400 Warsaw (2) 1.9
234.9 1,283 Lodz 2.2
312.8 959 Cracow 1.5
334.4 897 Poznan 1.9
380.7 788 Lvov 16.0
400.8 732 Katowice 12.0
516.5 529.6 Wilno 16.0

1,411.8 212.5 Warsaw 120.0
PORTUGAL

282.2 1,063 Lisbon (CT1AA) 2.0
also on 42.9 m. (Fri.)

ROMANIA
394 76x Bucharest 12.0

RUSSIA
349 86o Leningrad RV70 10.0
358 838 Moscow (Exp.) 15.0
368.1 815 Kharkov 10.0
378 792.5 Moscow Regional 20.0
385 779 Stalingrad 10.0
389.8 77o Archangel 10.0
424.3 707 Moscow -Stalin 100.0
411 729.2 Pokrovsk-Volgo 20.0
449.4 667.5 Odessa RV13 10.0
473.2 634 Sebastopol 10.0
502.4 597 Nijni Novgorod 10.0
720 416.6 Moscow (PIT) 20.0
824.2 364 Sverdlovsk RV5 50.0
849 353 Rostov (Don) _. 4.0
937.5 32o Kharkov (RV20) 25.0
968 3 zo Alma-Ata 10.0

1,000 300 Leningrad 100.0
1,071.4 280 Tiflis 10.0
1,111 270 Moscow Popoff 75.0
1,170 256.4 Taschkent 25.0
1,260.5 238 Novosibirsk 10.0
1,304 23o Moscow (Trades

Unions) 165.0
also on 50 m. (6,oso Ens.)

1,380 217.5 Novosibirsk 100.0
1,482 203 Moscow 100.0
1,600 187.5 Irkutsk 15.0
1,715.5 /75 Bakou 40.0

SPAIN
252.91,x86 Barcelona (EAJ15) 1.0
269 1,115 Valencia 20.0
348.9 86o Barcelona (EA JI) 8.0
368.1 8/5 Seville (EA,j5) 1.5
424 707 Madrid (EAJ7) 2.0
427.3 703 Madrid (Espana)- 2.0
456.6 557 San Sebastian

SWEDEN
230.6 1,3o r Malmo
257 1,167 Kirby
305.8 981 Falun
321.9 932 Goteborg
435.4 689 Stockholm
541.5 554 Sundsvall
777.5 386 Ostersund

1,241.6 241.6 Boden
1,348.3 222.2 Motala

SWITZERLAND
2.14.11,229 Basle 0.65
245.9 1,220 Berne 0.5
403 743 Sottens 25.0
459.4 653 Beromuenster 60.0.
760 395 Geneva 1.25

TURKEY
1,204.8 249 Istanbul 5.0
1,538 195 Ankara

YUGOSLAVIA
307 977 Zagreb (Angram) 0.75
430.4 697 Belgrade
574.7 522 Ljubljana .5

0.6.

1.25
10.0
0.5

10.0
55.0
10.0
0.6
0.6

30.0

7.0

OUR
BLUEPRINT

SERVICE
Constructors of re-
ceivers described in
this Journal should
make full use of

our Blueprint Ser-
vice and avoid all

risk of failure.

A high-class job at a low price
,THIS HANDSOME CABINET

for

WIRELESS or RADIO -GRAM
is fit to grace any room. It is 2 ft. gin. high x 2 ft.
'side x 13 in, back to front overall, and takes a panel
o in. x 8 in. which can be adapted to suit your par-

ticular requirements less than this size. As a Radio-
,zr im. Cabineti t is fitted fret front i nstead of doors. Six -2s
are 1 ft. 4 in. back to front by 2 f t. 11, in. high overall.
The cabinet is constructed front first quality oak for
front and top with best quality birch for the sides.
Standing on shaped legs and fitted with hinged lid it
has ample accommodation for batteries and accu-
mulators. PRICES

As Wireless As Eadioram
Cabinet Cabinet
19/6 21/6

Completely finished and
polished... 29/6 32/6

Cash with Order. Carriage Paid anywhere in
England and Wales, add 11-xxtra for Scotland.

(Dept. Al2), A. H. FOSTER & CO.
-I 11 HIGH STREET, ERDINGTON. BIRMINGHAM.
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TRADEMARK

A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD.., g LUNG, RECI$61A.
reMpimise : Orangewood 3200

London Showrooms: 9, 10, IL CurSjtor Street, E.C,4
Telephone ! Holborn 2072,

MICROPHONES
WIT or P.A. Microphones of maximum efficiency and minimum

.price. No. 11, Solo sensitive pendant in heavy brass case, 6/6 -only.
No. 7 Special Panel, with back -nut, 12/6. No, 8 Marconi type,
wit' hand mike, 15/-. No. 12 Ring Stand, 1816. No. 10, P.
-Pedestal, 12/3. No. 4, Sensitive Solo, 17/-. Announcers' No. 1,
Ns. 3, or No. 5, 65/, Scotland Yard use two of these, so be in
steed crummy. Deaf Aid Sets, the cheapest possible, 18/6 per set.
MICROPHONES for Engineers and Miners are Siesmcmicro-

ribqincs with massive cast brass turned body in teak case. Will stand
the rough-st treatment. Used by W.D. for coemter mining. Only
10/O. MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS.-A high and cro-
Yect ratio is essential to good results, and we have ranges of 15, 30,
100, and .120 to Ito choose from. For carbon diaphragms granules,
i;,sets, and other spares, see our Mike list. CONDENSERS.-
.2 rnfd. T.C.C. or Sterling brand new, 400 v. 1/6; 8 mid., 5/6;
IQ rad., 16/6, 1,500 v. i mfd., 4/6, Stock of specials up to
300,000 v. FULTOGRAPHS for Morse or other recording. First
Ixttch sold out, but we have a few more kits, complete and ready for
assembly into recorder and amplifier, eyery,part in maker's carton,
36/.. Original price, £20. PHOTOCELLS.-As used in talkie
roundheads. Liquidation batch for sale at 25/- each. List £4. For
invisible ray and many other purposes. Westcn Electric famous
Midg-t Weco Valves for pocket amplifiers or where slung up with
mike for recording. Half price, 3/9. X-RAY Valves, 7 in. diameter,
may 35/-, unused. T.U.T. Units, D.C. to A.C., for 6 v. to 400 v.,
30 nafd., 251-. DYNAMO AND ENGINE Sets, Mackie, G.E.C.,
L.T. and 8 v. and 600 v. M.G., reduced to 22/6 to clear.
Stuart Turner and A.B.C. engines with dynamos, 150 watts, 300
watts, I k.w., and 4i kw., slightly used, cheap. CHARGERS AND
SWITCHBOARDS.-A number in stock for multiple circuit
durging off A.C. mains. Can be adapted to suit any requirements,
whirl) please specify.

ELECTRADIX RADIO
21 S Upper Thames St., London, E.0 4

Make a Radiogram or Gramophone
at quarter price. Order loose kits or eels
and assemble them at kome, -making your
own _cablnetoor tax. tiet.for a1..0111
64 -page -eatadaigue No. 222,,IWP.1 pith
drawiogs and instructions host to itS

satinets, gramoptsiaies or radiograms, in e
paru to choose awl the tweet pr1ew /

-pay. We 011 motors frgin ;16 toneserie-
eoundhoxes, 1/0, pick-ups, ikons;
speakers, radio kit., coundete sieceif
Lets, gramophones, radiugrtenta .nqd part
;Also acernetions, violins and trinadottass.-
;Established 100:I.-The Realms. Plielic

A.W., 120 ota ',itreet, Undo)/ _

TAYLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES
New Pc ices: Jars 143, Sacs I 2, Zincs 1 Od. Sampledoe
18 Volts complete with bands and electrolyte 4/ 1 post 94.
Sample unit 63. Illus. booklet free Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS 30/. 3 VALVE ALL -STATION sEr
A. TAYLOR, S7, Studley. Road, Stockwell, LONDON.

Postcard
Radio

Literature
GET THESE L'ES FREE.

Cr re" Observer" re views the latest booklets and
solders issued by troll -known marnsjacturees.
you wan; copies of any or sill of thesis I liEE OF
ClIARGE,just send a postcard giving the hider
WWI hers of the catalogues required (shown at
the end of each paragraph) to" Postcard Radio
Literature," ',,t1/.17 EUI2 WIRELESS," 58-61,
letter Lasso, E.C.L. "Observer " wall red that
.1011 get all the literature you siosire.

Noiseless Resistances
'FAKE my tip and get the new Watmel
1 folder of noiseless variable controls

and resistances. For tone and volume
control, for variable -mu valve regulation,
for aerial -in -put control and lots of other
little jobs, these resistances .are handy..

- The folder gives the resistance ranges and '
current -carrying capacities. 744
Changing Your Set

If you have an old set which is getting a
bit of a problem why not get in touch with
Radialaddin, Ltd., who take- old sets,
but not components, in -part exchange for
new equipment? 745
A Camco Booklet

-if you have not seen the new book of
Cameo cabinets, then drop a line through
my free catalogue service for a copy of this
well -illustrated little publication, No mat-
ter whether it is a simple speaker cabinet,

'set cabinet or big console job, you will find
it in this catalogue. 746
New Ferranti List

The new Ferranti R.C.13.2 booklet deals
in brief with apparatus under six. sections,
speakers, complete sets, testing instru-
ments, rejectors, mains apparatus, and
transformers and chokes. Copies can be
had free. OBSERVER. 747

EASY PAYMENTS
" There's No Place Like HOLMES"
The first firm to supply Wifeless parts en easy payments.
Seven years advertiser its Amateur Wirelyss.- housartels
ct satisfied customers. Monthly

Deposit Payments
TELSEN VICTOR 3 KIT 39/8 5/5 7 of 5/5
COSSOR KIT 66,8;6 10,'- II of 11;11
OSRAM KIT .. 1101151. 19i6 II of 19,8
METEOR 3 KIT - - £3/151- Eil0 II of 6/10
EXIDE H.T. Accum., 120,13 6/- 9 of 6;8
LILUE SPOT' 66R AND

CHASSIS .. 12/2/6 5i6 9 of 416
GLUE SPOT 1000 .. 39/6 5;B 7 of 5/4
AMPLION M.C.6 .. 67/6 7.5 9 of 7/5
CFI FST ION M.C. Sp2.aker 47/6 5/3 9 of 5/3
EKCO Eliminator. 67/- 7t5 9 of %/5

Potts for -Triple TIvee," "Cosmic," Telsen Kits, etc.
.New Goods Obtained for Every Order.

Send us a list of the parts y-ou require and the payments
ilia will suit your convenience, and we will send you a
definite quotation. Anything Wireless.

H. W. HOLMES,
29 Foley Street, Gt. Portland St London, W.I.

Phoro: Museum 1414,

REPAIRS to Blue sp2tsz?!.-, L,Tdspcak,,s, ilead-
phQues and 1 rangoriners each.

)1ains and Eliminators quoted for. Prompt Service.
12 months' guarantee. Trade i nvi ted.
loud -speaker Repair La., 2 SHIPKA ROAD, Flamm London

NewVintes SalesCo.

EVERYTHING RADIO
EASIEST TERMS
COSSOR ALL -ELECTRIC MELODY MAKER Send
TYPE 235. For A.c. Illitill,.. Wit 11 mares ottd 47 A
rithinet. Cash Price £9,9/4.  g "ff'
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 17 4. only
COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER 231. With S0id

Cash Price £611/6. 10/-s al, c., amt cabinet.

Balance in 11 niontli/y payments of 11,10. wily
FORMO TRIPLE -WAVE 3. Detector. L.E. and Send
power. Less: valves. but with chassis and switch- C /11 1

/  operated three-wa N e uoil Cash Price 93;5,0. 10
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 511. only
1. c,..4Cunt ,LIE.21.111.13120,11, ..... pavinsi., ... .1. ........ Mla.tillultimopiplitelalaL.Ir,

GRAHAM PARISH AMAZING 3. Less valves With
I and eilhinet. - a i_
1

Cash Price £1,186, lli
Baton( e in 6 monthly payments of 6/.., ord.?.r

,.,cee.mcssost ....  ... GOLLEIMVULPIYEISCIMMOL1110/11.1.3.013.111CC.,...,
..,...........2
11 ULTRA IMP PERMANENT MAGNET With
5 MOVING -COIL SPEAKER, with input trans- 5/_
a former. Cash Price £2,150.
il Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5 -. order, .......... ...... PIMPVCRUP.1.41.111.11PL LIM 4C 00111.1' .................... eon..

R & A " 100 " PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING- With
COIL SPEAKER. Complete sith multi -ratio input g /A.ti nsaf o liner. Cash Price £2.17.'6 w/ ''''
Balitnee in 11 monthly payments of 5 4. order
* W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -COIL With
SPEAKER P.M.3. Complete with 3 -ratio input 4/1 0transformer. Cash Price E2/12,13. i
Balance in, 11 monthly payments of 4,10. us der

BLUE SPOT PICK -U? AND TONE -ARM with Send
Volume Control.

Cash Price £3,3,0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 9. only
CELESTION P.P. M. PERMANENT MAGNET With
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER with impregnated
tliaptiragin and d ual-i u pei a nee input transformer.

Cash Price 82,7,13. order
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 6 6.

5/9

6/6

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND CHASSIS, With
TYPE 100U.

Wash Price £1.196.
Balance in 7 11101Ithly payments of 5 5.

5/5
order

W.S. P.M.Z PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING- With
COIL SPEAKER. I, omplute with output trans-
former. Cush Trice £4,5,0.'7/9
Isalitoce in 11 monthly payments of 7. 9. order
BLUE SPOT PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING- With
COIL SPEAKER, TYPE R100. With input t ra Hs -

Cash Price £3.15;0. Vfo;rine,r;
alau e in 11 monthly payments of 6 11. order

* ATLAS A.C. CLIMINATOR, TYPE A.C. 244. With
Three tappings, 5.0., deteutorcactsidit t(215i1t9pv6a120 volts at 0.2 m.a,
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5 6. order
ATLAS MODEL A.G. 290 SUPER ALL -MAINS With
UNIT for 1..T., 0.13. :3 tappings. 2 1riable, 1 ,11
I fixed, L.'f. trickle charger for 2, 4 or v. at /
.5 alum, and 4 U.B. tappings, Cash Price 86,10,0., order
Balance its 11 monthly payments of 11/11.
EKCO K.25 CO MBINED H.T. AND L.T. CHARGER
UNIT for '. mains. tappings, L:r. trickle
charger for 2, 4 or 0 v. at .5 amp.

Cash Price £5,7,6. order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 9,10.
REGENTONE. W.4.A. COMBINER H.T. AND L.T. With
UNIT for A.C. mains. 3 tappings, L:r. trickle
charger for 2 and 6 y. at .5 amp.

Cash Price £5,5,0. order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 9/7.

Any items advertised in this journal sent C.O.D.
If value over 101- sent C.O.D.-all charges

5/6

With

9/10

9/7

To NEW TIMES SALES CO.
56 Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4
Please send, me (a) Free 1932 Catalogue

fox Ichicil I enclose

first payment ,of

Name

ress

L.W. 23,j4 /32
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are ehargei
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum chary

THREE SHILLINGS.
"AMATEUR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58/61 FETTER LANE, LosmoN, E.C.4

EXPERIMENTERS. -You will be interested in the
following. Parcels of oddments from dismantled appara-
tus; coils, magnets, condensers, chokes, dials, wire, screws,
brackets, switches, phone parts and panels, etc. 7 lbs.,
5/-. 10 lbs., 7/- post free. Moving Coil Meter Movements
on jewelled pivots, magnets, size as Weston relay. Very
sensitive. From first -grade meters, 5/-. A milliammeter
for all Radio, panel 21 in. moving coil, 5 milliamperes
with 50, 100, 150 and 250 milliampere shunts, calibrated.
Only 22/6.-Electradix Radios, 218 Upper Thames Street,
E.C.4.

TRANSFORMER STAMPINGS, instrument Wire, etc.
Cheap. Lists free. -Lumen Electric Company, 9 Semis-
-brick Avenue, Litherle rid. Seaforth, Lanes.

WIRELESS AS A CAREER. -Those already engaged In
the radio industry and those who would like to obtain
employment in this interesting profession should write for
a copy of our booklet, sent post free without obligation. -
Northern Counties Wireless School, 55.57 Guildhall Street,
Preston.

INVENTOR'S POCKET -BOOK. How to patent. Invaluable
aid to selling your ideas. Expert advice. Copies tree.
-Edwin G. Axe, 27 Chancery Lane, Loudon.
TO BUILDERS OF ALL -ELECTRIC RECEIVERS. -You
can ensure satisfaction by fitting 'Sturdy" Mains Trans-
formers. They are British Made, of proved reliability.
and guaranteed twelve months. Type 534; Outputs
250+250 volts, 40 milliamperes; 2+2 volts, 1 ampere;
2+2 volts, 4 amperes; Input 200/250 volts, 40/60, cycles.
.l'ost free, 25/-. Sent on seven days' approval against
 rash or C.O.D. Trade inquiries invited. Lists free. -
The Sturdy Electric Co., 170 Gloucester Road, Newcastle -
on -Tyne.

£5 RADIO -GRAM CABINET FOR 55/- or 10/- monthly.
Polished rich brown Oak; piano built acoustically, for all
set sizes. As supplied to Radio Press. Photographs and
list I ree.-Picketts " Piano -Tone " Cabinet (S.A.) Works,
Bexleyheath, Kent.
H.T. ACCUMULATORS CORRECTLY CHARGED by
Specialists, also complete R.T. and L.T. Hire Services.
Express delivery over wide area.-Aneloy Radio, 36 Hind -
mans Road, East Dulwich. 'Phone: New Cross 9074.
Charging Contractors to CamberwellCouncil and Official
Oldham Service Station.

ENGINEERS -IMPORTANT NOTICE. -The 19th edition
of "Engineering Opportunities" is now ready for distribu-
tion. This is not merely a pamphlet, but a 200 -page book
of unique reference that you cannot well afford to miss.
By reading it you will know us, our work, our aims, and
how we can alter your entire outlook and earning power,
whatever your age or experience. Among other things,
the handbook shows the easiest way of preparing for
B.Sc., A.M.I.Mech.E., LEE., G.P.O., etc. Exams.,
outlines Modern Home -Study Courses in all branches of
Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor, Aero., Radio and "Talkie"
Engineering, and explains the unique advantages of our
Employment Department. "Engineering Opportunities"
has shown the way to better things to over 120,000 of your
fellows. Send for your copy to -day -Free and without
obligation. -British Institute of Engineering Technology,
109 Shakespeare House, 29-31 Oxford Street. London W.1.

ACCUMULATOR SERVICEMEN. -A Technical Engineer-
ing College Course in Battery Charging, studied at home,
will guarantee you a successful business. Write for
" Prospectus and Guide to Success "from W. S. Ibbetson,
B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., 16 Speenham Road, Stockwell, London,
S.W. 9.

" UNIVERSAL " RADIO BARGAINS.-R.C. Units, 1/3.
2-mfd. Bakelite Condensers, 1/11. Double -reading Volt-
meters, 2/11. Dario Valves, 3/11. Power, 4/11, Screen grid,
9/3. Telsen S.T.300 Coils, 7/11 pair. Triotron Power Units,
10/6. Triotron metallised S.G. Valves, 9/3. Ormond Units.
small, 5/11; large, 8/11. Baseboard -mounting dual Coils
with Switch, 3/11. Thousands of other bargains. All guaran-
teed, brand new, boxed. Lists free. Callers, book to Rye
Lane Station.-" Universal," 20 Victoria Road, Peckham,
S.E.15.

BARGAINS. -Splendid Speech Mierophones-Skinder-
wiken and telephone buttons, guaranteed, 6d. each (post
I id.), Burndept Ethovox three -guinea Speakers, new,
10/6 each. 60 w. Electric Soldering Irons, British made,
any voltages, 7/- rah, guaranteed. -Wilson, 1 Devonshire
Mews, London. W.4.

OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET THREE. List price £8 5s.;
only 39/6.-227 High Road, Lee, S.E.13.
SHOPS TO LET in new build.ngs, centre of Loughborough;
main thoroughfare. Attractive proposition to established
firms -Particulars, Echo Press Ltd.. Loughborough.
HEADPHONES.-Sullivan's Double Headphones, two
receivers with metal headbands, 120 ohms, 3/. pair; ditto,
8,000 ohms, 4/- pair. Field service headphones, leather
headbands, I.R., English make, 2/6 pair; clean, and boxed
in makers' cartons. Single earpieces, 1..13 , 1/6. All
as new and guaranteed 2 years. Microphone insets, 2/-.0-1b.
parcel useful oddments, 6/-, post f ree.-Electiadix Radios,
218 Upper Themes Street, E.C.4.
CABINETS AND COMPONENTS. -Send for new Cabinet
List. All makes components supplied. Special discount
home constructors. -Imperial Cabinets, 18 Summerhill
Street, Birmingham.
OAK CABINETS, hand made and polished, hinged lid,
14 in. by 7 in., 7/6; 16 in. by 7 in. or 8 in, and 18 in. by
7 in. by 10 in.. 8/-: 21 in. by 7 in. by 10 in., 0/9. Base-
boards, 9d. C.P. Refund unsatisfied. 18 in. by 7 in. by
10 in., complete panel and baseboard, 19/6. Pernicol
Panels. Other sizes to order. Quirk dispatch. Send for
priee lists. -F. S. Gibson, Cabinet Maker, 99 Burnley Road,
Ainsdale, Lanes. (Dept. A.W.).

KITS BUILT, guaranteed six months. Mascot, Simple
Super, ST300, Telsen. Radio for Million. etc. Parts sup-
plied. C.O.D. or cash. Carriage paid. Particulars -
Ray's, School Road, Moseley, Birmingham.
ALUMINIUM Sheet, for home constructors, tiff in., 1/8;
sid. in., 3/- per square foot, carriage paid. Screens and

Chassis supplied. Estimates free. -Minns, 19 Woodthcrpe
Road, liing's Heath. Birmingham.
BANKRUPT BARGAINS. -List free with 3 -valve diagram.
Three -valve kit with cabinets, 32/6. Mascot Kit, 45/-.;
ST300, 45/-; Cosmic, 45/-; Century Super, 76/, Trans-
formers from 2/11. Wavrmaster .0005, 2/6. Dual Coils,
Base, and Switch, 4/-. All parts. P.M. and mains MX.
Speakers very cheap. Graham-Farish Kits, 27/6. Second-
hand parts to clear as new. , S.G. Valves, 2 v., 6/-. Set 3
Trio' ron, 8/-. Watmel Dual Coil, 4/-. S.G. 3 Set with valves,
Cossur, 25/-. Super -het Coils, cheap. Part exchange.
Quotes per return.-Butlin, 143b Preston Road, Brighton.

A.W. "SIMPLE SUPER" KITS. -Specified components,
£.6/5/-. Kits for " Mascot 3," " S.T.-300 " and Cosmic
3," £2/4/- each. We quote keenest prices for anything
wireless. Old sets taken in part exchange for 1932 models.
-Servwell Wireless Supplies, 74 Gough Street, London,

EASY TERMS
nWE supply all good quality Radio Receivers, Component,. u=.T

Ill and accessories on deferred terms. We carry adequate tz3
21 stocks and can give PROMPT DELIVERY. r-.
B 12 EXIDE W.S. HIGH-TENSION ACCOMOLAT023 (120 col ts Li

la/,01)1.) mia). Largecapacity type. Cash Price .,, 53 15 0 FA

Or 5:- with order and 10 monthly payments Milt .
a Carriage charged on all orders from Scotland.

NTie is the best and cheapest form of High Tension supply El
irs v here the electric light mains are not available
M Send list of reytati-erziiis;in;107;Enotors,tt,oetqrs,,ff:i).11 be sent by return.

Ea LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO., (ceTAtur, D

RI 11, OAT LANE. NOBLE ST., LONDON, E.C.2 n
I EL E. PI I 0 S' E : Notioont 1977 ,...
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SET CRACKLING IS ANNOYING!

IF IT'S YOUR

SWITCH

1/3
each'

si6
East
Free

Fateral
esain;

FIT THE
" BUSCO" SWITCH
end ensure perfect switch contact:
There is no contact point to tura
11,11d, and when you "switch on"
IOU twee contact like a power

switch.
They are as cheap as the inferior
hype tut far superior in operation.

101111111,0 Trout your local dealer,
llotford's Cycle Stores, or

BUSBY & CO., LTD. (Patentees)
Dept. A.W., PRICE ST., BIRMINGHAM

FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
When ordering, please mud Postal Order, NOT STAMPS:

CRYSTAL SET (6IL)
1931 Crystal Set . . AW303

(NE -VALVE SET (ts.)
Easy to Build One.. .. AW304
Short-wave One-valver AW327

TWO -VALVE SETS (is. each)

AW330AThe 25/- Two (D, Trans;

Twenty -shilling Two (D, Trans)

W27

The Room -to -Room 2 (D, 'Trans) AW293
Big -volume 'I'wo D, Pen.) AW309
two Star 2 (D, Pen) . . SID

Ten -Station Two (D, Trans) .. AW336
Big -Power Melody 2 (D, Trans) _ AW338
Brookman's A.C. Two (13, Trans) .. WM225
Ever
Station -finder Two (D, I tans)

WM2411Tuned Regional Two (D, Trans) ..

Music Lover's Two (D, Trans) WN1260
New Economy Two (D, Trans).... .. WM265

THREE -VALVE SETS (13..e.aNCV111") 273

Family Two (D, 'Frans) ..

Square Peak Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AW293
Olympian Three (SG, D, Trans) AW306
Three Star 3 (SG, D, Pen.) ... AW313

Tonality Three (D, RC 'Trans)... AW321.
35/- Three-valver t13.2RC) AW323
Baby Three (D.RC, Trans) AW324
1932 Ether Searcher (SG, D, Pen.) .. , AW325
Wide World Short -Wave Three (3, RC, Trans) AW332
New Favourite Three (D, RC, Trans) AW334
Home Lover's All -Electric 3 (D, SG, Trans.) AW335

Five -point Fhree (SG, D, 'I rans) WAWM323172

The P.W.H. "Mascot " (D, RC, Trans)

New 13rookman's Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WM213
Five -point Short -waver (D, RC, 'Trans) .. WM223
Plug -in -coil Three (D, 2 Trans).. .. WM232
Band-pass Inceptordyne (SG, D, Trans) .. \VM241
Ether Marshal (SG D Trans) WM247
Meridian Short -waver (D, 13C, Trans) .. WM25)
Iive-advantage Three (D, 13C, Trans) WM257
Everybody's Radiogram (SG, D, Trans) .. WM253
Double Band-pass Three (SG, D. Trans) .. WM25)
Everybody's Radiogram (with Automatic Grid

WM262
New Economy Three (SG, D, Trans) WM263
New Plug-in Coil Three iil, 2 Trans) WM 270
Transportable Three (SG, D, Trans) _ WM 271

FOUR -VALVE SETS (13. 6d. each)
The £3 Is. Four (SG, 1), RC, Trans) AW303
'1 he £3 3s. Four (Improved Model) AW303A
Everybody's Radio -gramophone.. AW310
Four Star 4 (SG, D, RC, Trans) AW3I 3
50/- Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)

Whive -Point Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)NAVM323.-311
Brookman's Three -plus -one (SG, 13,13C, Trans)WIVI233
Ether Rover (SG, D, RC, Trans)

Everybody's Radio Gramophone (SG, 1), RC,

Quadradyne (2 SG, D. Pen.) ..  . WM273 .
Double Band-pass Four (SG, L, RC, Trans) .. WM274

..

A.C. Quadradyne 2 SG, D, Pen) .. WM279
FIVE -VALVE SETS (13. 6d.)

A.C. Britain's Super (Super -het) . AW322
.James Short-wave Super (Super -het) . AW328

Simple Super (Super -het) . AW340
Regional D.C. Five (SG, D, RC, Push-pull)  . WM2.52
Ideal Home Super (Super -het) .. WM280

SIX -VALVE SETS (is. 6d. each)
Century Super. (Super -het) ..   . AW287
A.C. "Century Super" (Super -het) AW29i

Mains Unit (1/-).. AW2953
Super 60 (Super -het) WM22)
A.C. Super bO Radio Gramophone (Super -bet) WN1231
A.C. Super 6U (Table Model) ..    WM245
Super 60 (with Wearite base) ..  .. W13124)
Super ta) (witli Lewcos bud ..  .. WM2.5(

11993322 ASu.r.rS6u9p(eSru6p0er(Ah.e)Ct. Super -het WWMM226749

SEVEN -VALVE SETS (is. 6d. each)
Super Senior (Super -het) WA12.31
Super Senior (with. Wearite.. base.. and Lewcos

c91131
WIN1251

'AM FILI Fll ERS (1s. ea:h)
Add-on H.F. Screened -grid Unit .. AW295

"A.W." Record Player (LF, Push-pull) .. AW319
.0

Universal

QDu.I. Fadery

Amplifier

(DC) WA1264
A P.A. (Power Amplifier for A.C. Mains) . . WM275
Economy Gramophone Ampli.:er ..  WM277

Amateur Wireless Blueprint; Beet., 15,1,',.t,!7,cle

YOU CAN'T GO WRONG!
The most efficient and safest device for connecting
accumulator and radio set. Eye -sockets permanently
fastened to accumulator terminals, connectors
attached permanently to the wires from set.
Non -reversible and differing in shape, colour and
lettering. Wrong connections impossible,deliberately
or accidentally. Completely insulated, safeguarding
valves. Lead -plated, non -corrosive eyes, vaseline-
filled cavities.

BELLING -LEE
ACCUMULATOR
CONNECTORS

9d. per pair, com-
plete in carton with

instructions.

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Arlot, of Belling & Lee Ltd.,Queensway, Ponders Ehd, Mdx.

=tear Wirelesj
FEE 1 -

INFORMATION BUREAU
COUPON

Available until Saturday
APRIL 30, 1932
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The vital component In an A C. eliminator is . .

the rectifier. So much depends on its proper func-
tioning. Will its output be maintained ? . . . Can it
break, burn, or wear out ? . . . What Is its efficiency ?

. . . questions every purchaser of an A.C. eliminator
should ask of the rectifier incorporated therein.
Long life, high efficiency, and freedom from deteriora-
tion or breakdown form a combination only possessed
by- THE

WESTINGHOUSE ro
METAL RECTIFIER

See that It is incorporated in the A.C. eliminator YOU buy;
or, if you prefer to build your own, send for details of our
constructors' range. A 3d. stamp will bring you a copy of "The
All Metal Way."
The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd., 82 York

Road, King's Cross, London, N.I.

All who prefer
Quality in
Cigarettes

9
I . \i

I 1

C) I i c' E#
a -

N C.C.88

Please Mention

TO M. VOLUME

e
WITHOUT DI5TORTION

Regentone built this magnificent all -electric
receiver; Regentone, who have specialised in all -
electric radio for over seven years. It is the
receiver of truthful tone-from a whisper to full
volume without distortion. It has a specially
designed, engineer built modern circuit, built
into a distinctive dual -tone walnut cabinet, and
operating entirely from your electric light. It has
a built-in moving coil speaker. Super -selective
tuning. Only one switch for mains supply,
medium and long waves, and gramophone pick-
up. Illuminated tuning dial marked in wave-
lengths. Completely self-contained.
Study its advantages for yourself, in your own home, or
at your usual dealer's. He will be glad to arrange it. Or

write to us for
full details of
this and other
Regentone
products.

16
GUINEAS
Or 3 9,6'down.

including B.V.A.
valves & royalties.
For .3.C, mains
4060 cycles,
2001250 volts.
Special 25 cycle
msdel 14/- extra.

Write fdr full
particulars and
hire purchase
terms of this
and other
Regentone
products.
Mains units
from 716 down.
REGENTONE LiMI Ito, ii,gcnione Hesse, 21 ilartiett's Buildings, E.C.4

rehab°. ; Central 8145 5 lines.
Irish Free State Distributors : Kelly & d.4i 4, Ltd.. 47 Fleet Street ,Dentin,

"A. W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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An EKCO Unit
will give you

trouble -free radio
!or Ida month

External and internal
views of Model A.C.18

Size 9x5x3i

H.T. Units
Models A.C.12, A.C.18,
and A.C.25 for A.C. mains
give 12, 18 and 25 milli -
amps respectively, with
alternative voltage tap-
pings up to 120/150.
Model D.C.15/25 (for
D.C. mains), 15 to 25
milliamps.

Combined H.T. and
L.T. Charger Units

- Models K.12, K.18, and
K.25 for A.C. mains give
12; 18 and 25 milliamps
respectively, with alterna-
tive voltage tappings up
to 120/150.
'Also charge 2, 4, or 6 volt
accumulators at .5: amp.

Consult your radio dealer or post coupon now for full details.
oi1111170762=011021Man lllll IMMICEMIED00111201=000170110011101000117=DUE1111101101111=111022221=1011 lllll aaunuar2

To E. K. Cole, Ltd., Dept. K.8, Ekco Works, Southend-on-Sea.
Please send me details of Ekco Power Units.

Name

Address

_

2.
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....andTfinish
with batteries'
for ever

Just connect an EKCO Unit in place of
your usual battery, plug in to the electric
supply and switch on that's all. No
alterations to your set, valves or wiring.
There is an EKCO Unit for every type
of battery -operated set or portable.
Models A.C.I2, A.C.I8, A.C.25, and
D.C.i5 '25 supply H.T. only ; Models
K.I2, K.18, and K.25 supply H.T. and
also keep your accumulator constantly
charged. All at a cost of approximately
only a penny a month.

With an EKCO Unit connected in
place of your battery you save money
and your radio is always at its best
because you always have ample power
at full voltage.

Prices from 39/6
or by Easy Payments
from 3/8 per month

Woburn
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